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Young Wild West and · Nevada Nan
-OR-

THE WILD · GIRL OF THE SIERRAS
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
AN INTERESTING GAME.

, "My friend, will you have a game of cards with us to
pass away the time?"
, "Well, I · don't know. I suppose I might. I am not much
of a card player, but it will be a relief to the monotony
of this .iourney fo,· me to g-et my mind on some sort of
game. It is a mighty long distance from Denver to Qarson
·
City, it seems to me."
".\Yell, it is rather long. But, you see, the changing and
waiting for trains is what makes it appear longer. Sit right
qown, sir, an~ we will have a three-handed game of euchre,
or seven-up, Just as you say, to pass the time away."
"Oh, I understand one game as well as another, so it
makes little difference to me which one we play."
, The conversation took place on a railroad train that was
1·ather slowly winding up the mountains in the western part
of Nevada, one night in spring a few years ago.
, The scene was in the smoking car of the train.
· There were not more than a dozen passengers in the
car at the time, and two of them had turned a seat over
right under the lamp that was in the center of the car.
The two were no doubt men who had either been reared
ih the far West, or had lived there long enough to become
accustomed and adapted to it.
They were attired in a manner that suggested a dashy
and sporty appearance, while at the same time there was
an air of roughness about them that gave them the tone
of miners or prospectors.
· One of the pair had spoken the words at the opening of
our story, and had addressed them to a well-dressed man of
forty, whose general appearance told quite plainly that he
was a stranger to the West.
· But he had accepted the invitation to play a game of
cards, just to pass away the time, and when he sat down,
a'nd the little square table-top that had been furnished the
two men by the train boy was placed on their knees, the
two Westerners cast meaning glances at each other.
· "Let me see," said the one who had suggested the game,
"it ,vill be at least four hours before the train gets in at
Silver City. Suppose we make the game draw poker, instead
o~ euchre or seven aup ? We can play for very small stakes,
you know, and that will lend just enough excitement to the
game to make it interesting. What do you say, my
friend?"
"That will suit me," was the reply from the tenderfoot.
"I don't understand draw poker any better than I do the
other games, but I know what a pair is, and if I ·s hould
get a flush I would be likely to notice it after I had 1ooked
at the cards. I am very anxious to get to Carson City, and

.

the more I think about it the slower the train seems to go.
It will be worth a hundred dollars to me to get my mind
on something else. Let's cut for deal."
Again the two men looked at each other.
It was evident that they were just .. the least bit puzzled
at the way the man from the East talked.
It was hard for them to tell whether he was as innocent
as he appeared, or whether he was a professional gambler,
meeting them half-way and going them one better.
They were card sharps, and they had simply invited the
stranger into the game to fleece him out of some of his
·
money.
But they concluded to try him, anyhow, and as it was
two against one, they figured that they would be bound
to come out ahead, even if he was more than they had taken
him to be.
"My name is Spencer Payton, and I am from Philadelphia," remarked the stranger, as he cut the cards to see who
would deal.
"Mine's Jerry Wall," said the man who had been doing
,t he talking, "and this is my friend, Peter Dougherty. We
are in ther minm' business not far from Carson City."
"Oh, I am ~lad of that! I am glad to meet some person
who is acquamted with the place I am bound for. I ho,pe
that we will see considerable of each other before I leave
Silver City. There! It is your deal, Mr. Wall. Now I
will try and get my wits about me and play the game
right. If I do make any mistakes, I suppose I will be the
one to suffer, though. What shall the ante be?"
"Suit yourself," was the reply.
"Well, I never did believe in gambling, but in this case
it won't make much difference, because we are doing it
more to pass away the time than anything else. Suppose
we start it off at a quarter of a dollar and make the limit
five dollars? I don't know whether that would be in order
or not, because I never saw it played just that way."
"That'U do all right," spoke up Peter Dougherty. "That
will make it. interestin' enough to start with, anyhow."
"Right you are, Pete!" exclaimed Jerry Wall. "It's your
ante, Mr. Payton."
"Oh, that's sol" was the quick retort. "You will have to
excuse me for such blunders. I never played the game
enough to get quite used to it. I was not trying to evade
the putting up of the quarter, gentlemen-not by any means."
"No1 of course not. Well, now I will deal the cards
arounct."
The cards were dealt, and Spencer Payton sat looking at
his hand as though he was just the least bit puzzled.
"Let me see," he said. "What do I do now?"
"You have the privilege of discarding any or all of your
cards and taking others in their place," replied Wall.
"Oh, give me th1·ee cards, then."
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"Now my two."
They were given him, and then Dougherty drew a like
He dealt out two moJe.
number, while the dealer drew four.
Then he laid down the pack and began to study the cards
"It is your bet, Pete," said Wall.
"All right. I'll go the limit, then, just for the fun of it. he had in his hand.
"Five cards of one suit is called a flush, isn't it?" he
I drew a putty good hand."
questioned.
He laid down five dollars.
"Yes," answered the gamblers, in a breath.
"Well, I drew a pretty good hand myself, so I'll raise it
"Well, I guess I'll take only one card this time, then."
five."
He took the card, and then the game proceeded.
• The man from Philadelphia hesitated a moment and
The two rascals had decided to "pick" him this hand,
looked at his cards, as though he hardly knew what his hand
thinking that he might tire of the game and quit before
was worth.
"vVell ." said he, after a short pause, "I suppose I have they got all he had.
Dougherty had stolen four five-spots from the pack, and
a chance to win. I'll make it five bett~r. How much do I
Wall had managed to obtain four deuces.
have to put down 11ow?"
Dougherty was to win, and then, after the game was over,
"Fiftec11 dollars," answered Wall, looki11g at him keenly.
But there w'as nothing but innocence depicted upon the they would divide the spoils.
Wall bet fifty dollars, and his partner doubled the amount.
face of Spencer Payton, as he took the three bills from a
The -Philadelphian hesitated, and then raised it to five
roll and laid them down.
· Dougherty promptly raised it another five, and his partner hundred.
boosted it right along.
The game was getting to be interesting.
"Let me see," said Payton, half to himself, "what beats a
It was just at this moment that three passengers came in
flush?"
the smoker and light\:d cigars.
"A full hand," retorted Dougherty.
They were dashing fellows, too, and quite striking in
"And a full hand is three of one kind and two of another, appearance.
isn't it?"
Two of them were not much more than boys, as they had
"Yes."
not . ·et reached the age of twenty-one, and the other was
__;'Well, I guess I had better meet your bets then, and call a tall, handsome ma,1, of perhaps thirty, with a heavy,
yvu. I have got a full hand."
dark mustache and long black hair.
He put down ten dollars and then turned his cards face
One of the boys wore a wealth of chestnut hair hanging
up on the board.
down over his shoulders, and in form and features looked
'!'he two gamblers looked very much surprised when they to be a veritable Apollo.
saw the cards.
The other was quite handsome, too, and had his hair cut
"Why, that isn't a full hand!" exclaimed Jerry Wall. rather short.
"There isn't a pair in it! You have got three diamonds and
All three of the newcomers were attired in handsome
two clubs, but none of them will mate."
hunting suits of buckskin trimmed with red silk fringe, and
"Isn't that what you call a full hand?" questioned Pay- were armed in the regular fashion of men in that part of
ton, in astonishment. "There's three of one suit, and two the country.
of another."
Th(ly were typical Westerners; anyone could have seen
"I know. But you •must -have three aces and some other tlwt at the fi1·st glance.
pair, or any three and another paid. It isn't ther suit that
Some of the other passengers in the car had moved up
counts in a full hand, you know. .It counts in a flush, but a little closer to the players to watch the game of draw
that's all."
poker, so the trio moved up that way, too.
"Oh, well, please excuse my ignorance, gentlemen. I
It was just as the Philadelphian raised the bet to five
will pay for learning. Who wins the money, then?"
hundred that they came up and, stood in the aisle of the
"I do!" spoke up Dougherty. "I've got three aces!"
car, holding on to the seats.
"Th&t's right!" chimed in Wall. "I have got three trays."
After making the bet Payton shoved his cards together
"Three-spots, you mean," corrected the Philadelphian.
and held them in his hands, so no one could look at his hand
"We call them trays."
from ove1· his shoulders.
"Oh!"
He did not seem to mind the spectators in the least, but
"And the two-spots are deuces."
"I see. I have never played but little with a whole pack, Wall and Dougherty were evidently annoyed.
However, they said nothing, and went right ahead to
you see."
The gamblers began to think that they had caught one fleece the tenderfoot.
"You must have a putty good hand, I reckon," observed
.
of the easiest victims they had run upon in a 1011g time.
Hel'e was a man who was perfectly willi11g to play for Dougherty. "You're sure you ain't made no mistake, like
money, and yet he did not know what a full hand was, or you did ther last time, ain't you?"
"Oh, I guess I haven't made any mistake this time," was
was not aware that certain cards in the pack were called
the reply. "I haven't got a full hand this time."
trays and deuces.
"Well, I'm jest goin' to see you that five hundred, an' go
They figured on cleaning him out before the train got to
you five better." ·
Silver City.
"An' I'm goin' right along with you!" exclaimed Wall.
Payton shuffled and dealt the cards this time, forgetting
He laid down a thousand dollars, and then placed a fiveto offer them to Dougherty to cut.
But they thought ~his was simply' his ignorance of the hundred-dollar bill on top of it.
"Something tells me that I've got the ,vinning hand," said
game, and neither of them saict anything.
· "Whose come-up is it now?" he asked, after he had man- the Philaclelphian, drawing out a fat-looking wallet. We are
aged to give them each five cards and a like number for ·all friends, 1 guess, and it wo 't make much difference who
wins. Here goes a thousand better."
•
himself.
"Mine," said Dougherty, and he promptly laid five dollars · .A deep hush came over the lookers-on.
Every man in the smoker was now on his feet, watching
on the board.
"You are pu~ting down the limit," remarked thQ Phila- the game.
. ;Dougherty cast a swift glance at his confederate, and
·
delphian.
"That's so, but suppose we quit limitin' it this hand, jest 'hen i:net the bet and raised it.
He was certain that the Philadelphian had a flush.
fur tiler fun of it?"
And what good woul1 that be against his four of a
"I'm agreeable. Any way suits me. I have only so much
kind?"
money to lose in the game, anyway."
Wall lifted it up five hundred, and then it came the ten"Well, I don't believe in making the bets too high," obderfoot's turn again.
served Wall, .shaking his head dubiously.
"Let me see," he observed, looking at the two gamblers.
"Nonsense!" exclaimed Payton. "We are not trying to rob
each other. If you don't get a hand that's worth betting on, "What did you say a flush beat"?"
"Three of a kind," was the quick reply.
don't bet."
"And what beats a flush?"
"Well, all right. I'll take two cards, then, as soon as you
"A full hand."
have given my friend his."
"And what beats that?"
"Give me two," said Dougherty, throwing that many on
"Four of a kind."
the board.
"Well, can't four of a kind be beaten?"
Payton did so.
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You couldn't scare a mouse if it wasn't that you knowed
how to shoot putty quick."
"Oh, I wouldn't bother shooting at such fellers as you,
are," was the reply. "If I had sufficient cause I would
t hrow you over a seat and spank you. You are not running
this car, and the best thing you can do is to get back where
you belong and stay th ere until someone calls on you."
This remark so enra ged the brakeman that he darted forward and made a grab at t he boy.
But Young Wild West simply jumped out of his way, and
allowed him to go crashing into a seat.
Jerry Wall and Pete Dougherty both made a move to get
up just then, but the taii man who was with Young Wild
'West whipped out a revolver, and exclaimed:
"Sit ~till, you measly coyotes! ~f you git up me an' Jim
Dart will throw you out of the window. "
They dropped back on the seat.
The brakeman got up, however, and made another rush
'
for the daring boy with the flowing chestnut hair.
Biffl
He received a blow in the mouth that sent him staggering
CHAPTER II.
back.
PARTNERS.
TWO
YOUNG WILD WEST AND HIS
Then Young Wild West grabbed him by the legs and I
him over the back of a seat as though he was a sack'
turned
As the Philadelphian threw down his hand, face up, and of ·potatoes.
tI?-e gamblers saw that he had told the truth, he arose from
He gave him one slap on the back of the neck to let him 1
his seat, a bland smile playing about his features.
that he meant business, and then he proceeded to give;
know
"Much obliged to you for entertaining me, gentlemen," he him a regular old-fashioned spanking.
said. "I did remarkably well for a green horn, did I not?" . He held him right in position until he got through with
"See here !" said Jerry Wall, springing to his feet and him, too.
·
pulling out a revolver. "You're a thief ! You've stolen our
you belong!" he said, giving
where
back
g-et
then,
"Now,
money from u s, an' if . you don't hand every cent of it back him a quick shove. "You can report this to the conductor,
I'll bore you full of holes!"
·
if you like."
"No, you won't, my friend! Just put up that shooter'l'he train hanc! foll on his stomach in the aisle, and a roar1
quick, now."
of laughter went up from the passengers.
It was the dashinE,,· looking boy with the long hair who
Before he could get up of his own accord Young Wild
,
uttered the ringing words.
West took him by the collar and yanked him to his feet.
Wall had been in the act of leveling his weapon at Spencer
Then he used his toe on him and sent him flying toward
Payton, but when he saw the muzzle of a nickel-plated six- the end of the car.
sh_ooter staring him directly in the face, he changed his
That settled the brakeman, fot the time being, anyhow.
mmd.
He went out of the car and remained on the platform. '
" Wha-what do you mean by interfering with us, young
When the excitement had subsided Spencer Payton turned
feller?" he blurted out.
to Young Wild West and said:
"Oh, I only want to see fair play, that's all," was the
"I am very much obliged to you. You see, I am not much
rejoinder. "When I saw you two fellows get on the train used to the ways of people in this part of the country. I \
th.is afternoon I put you down as a couple of card sharps. never dreamed of such a thing as being made the target- of ,
Now, since someone has beaten you at your own game, you a revolver. I have heard and read a great deal of such
threaten to make lead fly in the car. Just take my advice, things happening in the West, but I never gave them any,
now, and keep cool. This man won your money square credence. Those two men laid a plot to fleece me· out of myl
enough. He bluffed you to a standstill. I don't believe money, and, knowing it, I worked a plan to get the better'
in gambling myself, but I do believe in fair play at any- of them. I am no gambler, though I will admit that I
thing."
know more about cards than I led them to believe. rt, ·
· There was such a cool and easy way about the boy that struck me to bluff them, and I did so. . Then, because I gotl
the passengers looked at him in dumbfounded admiration. the best of them, that man was going to make me give the
",Vho are you, anyway?" Pete Dougherty asked, after money back, or else get shot."
a rather lengthy pause, during which his partner had taken
"I understood the whole thing the instant I came in," ,
his seat.
was the reply. "Well, I guess you have taught them a
"Who am I? Well..,-if it will do you any good to know, I lesson. They will be pretty careful the next time they trJ
will tell you. I am Young Wild West."
to fleece a strange, most likely."
There was a silence of perhaps half a minute, and then
Payton told him who he was, and then Young Wild W estl
one of the passengers broke into a cheer.
his two companions as Cheyenne Charlie, the
He was quickly joined by nearly all the rest, and the introduced
famous scout, and Jim Dart, his boy chum.
·
car fairly rang with their shouts.
"We are on the way to the Sierra range on a little bush
"What's all this yelling about?" demanded a brakeman,
on,
stepping in. "There's a sic::k woman in the next car, and ness," he said. · "We have got our horses in a box car
the train. It cost considerable to fetch them by the same
you people haYe got to be a little bit quiet."
"A sick woman in that car, did you say?" asked the train, but we matlaged it all right. I guess that brakeman
with one ofJ
boy who had given out his name as Young Wild West, was not aware that we had made arrang'ements all
sorts of
the head officials of the road which gives us
pointing to the car the trainman had incilcated.
"Yes," was the gruff r eply. "If you fellers want to drink privileges that an ordinary passenger does not get. Of
a lot of whisky an' git drunk, you've got to shut up that course we are not supposed to do anything that would annoy
'
any of the passengers, though. The fact is, the brakeman\
yellin'."
"See here, my friend, how long has the woman been is a friend of these two fellows, and he wanted to take it
up for them."
sick?"
The boy nodded to the gamblers as he spoke.
"None of your business," was the quick reply.
"Well, I reckon ther measly coyotes are satisfied," spoke j
"Oh, well, just allow me to tell you that I came out of
have to make up for what
that car less than five minutes ago, and there was no lady up Cheyenne Charlie. "The¥ will they
come across."
sick there then. Perhap you are interested in these two they lost on the next green11or n
''That's what's the matter, Charlie !" exclaimed Jim Dart.)
gamblers here. f'robably they are going to give you a
"They struck the wrong man when they bucked up against
small share of the money they made on the train."
As Wild said this the brakeman, who was a burly six- the man from Philadelphia."
The !famblers said not a word.
footer, stepped toward him mena cingly.
But it was quite evident that they were anything but)
But he stopped before he was within reach of him, say,
fl'atisfied over the way things had turned out.
ing:
Young Wild West and his two partners were going to
"I noticed that you was putty handy with that shooter
of yours, young feller. That's a way people like you have. the Sierra range on a rather peculiar mission.

"Yes, a royal flush will beat four of a kind, providing
an yone is lucky enough to git one," and Wall smiled.
"Let me see. A royal flush is--"
"Cards of ther ~ame suit from ace down.''
"Oh! Well, then, I am going to raise this thing to just
five thousand dollars. I feel it in my bones I am going to
win this hand."
The two gamblers looked at each other in dismay.
They felt that there was a royal flush against them, and
.
that meant that they had lost.
pougherty hesitated, and then, turning to his partner,
said:
"I am out!"
"So am I!" exclaimed Wall, throwing down his hand.
"Then the money is all mine," remarked Payton, lookin~
at them in innocent surprise. "Well, that's funny! I didn t
ltave a pair in my hand!" and he raked in the money with
great quickness. .
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They had learned a few weeks before from an Indian that known to be living, it will be a case of good luck, more than
there was a certain spot on the range that contained many anything else, if you find hii:: ."
"The only ti·ace I have to work on is that the last letter
curious things, among which was the exact figure of a
1
monster panther in a crouching attitude, that was made of I received from him is dated Carson City. That is why I
came here first. But he told me in the letter . that he was
stone.
As the Indian had told them this with his dying breath, living in California, not far from the Nevada line, and that
and had also given them a chart of the place and the way no one could ever find him."
"What made him git off in such a hidin' place, anyhow?"
to get there, our three friends had decided to make the
asked Cheyenne Charlie, who generally spoke just the way
journey to the Sierras and hunt for the stone panther.
Young Wild West declared that if there was such odd he thought.
The Philadelphian's face flushed slightly.
things as monster stone panthers there, something far more
"It was all a mistake," he answered. "My brother John
wonderful and valuable would be found there, too.
was arrested for a crime he never committed. He escaped
He was thinking of the Aztecs.
That race had lived there ages before, and the ruins of from the jail and fled to California. That was the last we
their cities had been found in several parts of the Sierra heard of him until a little over a year a~o. Then I answered his letter and informed him that his innocence had
Madre· range.
Young Wild West loved adventure above all other things. been established long ago and urged him to come back home.
He was never satisfied unless he was running into some He answered my letter, declaring that it was too late for
kind of danger , but he was always on the lookout for a fel- him to come back now, a s he had become so used to the
wild life in the fastness of the mountains that he could
low being in distress.
Wild loved to be on hand to champion the case of anyone never content himself anywhere else. He stated that he had
· who was in the right, and the evil-doers who knew him were been married, but was then a widower and had a daughter
aged sixteen years, who had been born and reared in the
· afraid of him.
if she were taken
And Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were so near like the mountains. The girl. he said, would dienot
like other girls.
boy in disposition that the three got along as well as brothers away from her wild haunts, as she was
She knew not what civilization was like. A 1·ather1 queer
could have done.
It was a long journey from Dakota to California, so they story I am telling you, Young Wild West, but I like you,
had shipped thei r horses in a box car in charge of a trusted and that is why I have made you and your friends my con. friend named Lively Rick, and had set out to hunt for the fidants."
"Well, Mr. Payton, we will try and help you find your
· stone panther.
Nothing worthy of recording had taken place on the brother."
1ourney until the little trouble with the gamblers and the
brakemen occurred.
And even that was of such small importance that Young
CHAPTER III.
Wild West did not mind it in the least.
Carson City was rather a small place at the time of which
PAYTON BUYS A HORSE.
,
we write.
But it was a lively one, for all that.
The man from Philadelohia looked at Young Wild West
Situated on the lirie of the railway, and being the center
believe his senses.
for a rich mining district, it gave promise of becoming one as though he could hardly
"You will help me find my brother?" he echoed.
of the greatest cities of the West.
"Xes, we have a little business up in the mountains, as
But things <lo not turn out always as indications point.
to join our party, if you
There were so many cities to spring up later on that I. said before. You are welcome
like, and we will do all we can to hunt for the lost brother
Carson was kept back in line with them.
It was nearly eleven o'clock at night when the train ::m d his daughter."
"T_hank yo_u!" cried Payton. "I w/ll be very gr~teful to •
pulled into the town and our friends got off.
ave been m a state of uneasiness
·The box car containing their horses was switched off on you 1f you will help me. I hThe
only time I was in anything
E:Ver since I started West.
a siding and then they went to the nearest hotel.
like my old form was when I was playing cards with the
The air was very bracing in that h\gh altitude, but they sharps on the train . . I got. so interested 'in trying to fool
·were well used to it.
them and beat them at their own game, t}, <> t for the time
With Spence1 Payton it was different.
I told them
being I forgot all about my mi ssion out her
He had been talking of the change in the atmosphere it would be worth a hundred doll ar s to me to nass the tim~
more tha n an hour })efore their aniv!).l.
in some kind of enjoyment, and I would 1, ,ve1'been willing
,
·
He could notice it, having always lived in a lower alti- to have paid it, too."
"But instead of payin' it you made a good pile yourself,"
tude.
But when he got up the next morning he declared that he spoke up Cheyenp.e Charlie.
had never felt so well in his life.
"Yes, that's so. But I have plenty of money without that.
"Good-morning, •gentlemen!" he exclaimed, when he met I think I shaU give the rascals a chance to win '}'hat they
Young Wild West and his two p artners. "Which way now?" lost back the first ti.me I meet them. They told me that
"To the depot to look after our horses," replied our they live in this town."
.
hero.
"Will, if you give them that chance be sure that you don't
"So you brought your horses with you, then?"
let them _win any more tha n what they lost," said jim Dart. ·
"Oh, yes ; we are going to ride considerable through this "They will play for all they know how the next time, no
doubt. Unless you are an expert you can never beat them ./
part of the country."
"May I ask if you are bound for any particular place?" again."
"Well. we are going over the California line and take a
"vVell, I am not an expert ," and Payton smiled when he ,
little trip around through the Sierra range."
thought of how he had deluded the two rascals, and how
"Is that so?" and Payton looked interested. "Why, that astonished and enraged they were when they found he did
is about the place I want to go. I don't mind telling you not have a pair in his hand.
He walked over to the spot wjth them, and our three
what I am going there for, either. I have a brother-or
did have when I heard from him about a year ago-living friends found him to be a ver y nice sort of a man.
When they got to the box car they found a man leading
somewhere in the mountains in the section of which you
speak. He has been there for many years, living the life out a handsome sorrel stallion.
"That is my horse, Spitfire," said Wild to Payton. "What
of a recluse. I have long wanted to . eome out here :;i.nd
hunt .him up, but never could afford it' until now. A rich do you think of him?"
"My!" exclaimed the Phil a delphian. "I never saw such
aunt died and left a fortune, which is to be equally divided
between my brother and myself, if I can find him. If I a fine looking animal in my lif e! Isn't he a rather dangercannot find him, or he does not show up in six months ous fellow?"
"Oh, no! He is just as tame as a kitten. Come here,
from the time the will is read, I get the whole fortune. But
I don't want only half of it. There is enough for both of Spitfire, old boy,"
As our hero called out the ii1telligent animal pricked up
us, and I want to find John Payton."
"I see," said Young Wild West, becoming interested. his ears.
Then the man who harl just placed the bridle on him let
"You have quite a job ahead of you to find your brother,
Mr. Payton. Unless you know just about where he was last him go, and he came trotting over.
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"Can you ride the roan ?" he asked, speaking as coolly as
He came right up to his master, too, and when Wild
simply looking for a little information.
patted him en the nose and petted him he let out a low though he was
"Me ride the1· roan? Why, of cour!le."
whinny of pleasure.
"Let us see you."
"I believe you," was the reply.
"Not by a jugful!"
The four now walked over to where the man was cleaning
"You can't ride him!"
and bridling the rest of the horses.
"I kin!"
"Hello, Rick!" said our hero. " How did you sleep last
"See here, now. You told me that I lied a minute a go;
night?"
unless you ride that horse I will put you down as a .
"Snug as a bug in a rug," was the reply. "Oh, I had a fine now,
liar!"
berth in ther car with ther horses."
.
"What !"
"This is Lively Rick from Devil Creek, Mr. Payton. He
The l1orse dealer looked at him as though he could scarcely
is a well-to-do miner, but he wanted to come with us on this believe
his senses.
t rip so badly that he coaxed me to allow him t o come along
"Didn't I speak plainly enough ?"
in the car with the horses, so they would have the best of
"Well, I reckon I heard what yer ·said, but ther t hing is,
·
care on the journey.!'
·
mean it?"
"Lively Rick from Devil Creek, eh?" retorted Payton. did"Iyer
certainly did."
"Well, that is a sort of rhyme, I guess. But, anyhow, I'm
"Then I'll have to chastise you, youngster. "
glad to meet the gentleman. "
"You'd better not try it."
"Shake!" cried the man from Devil Creek, and then he
"You are about ther sassiest youngster I ever camei
gave the tenderfoot such a squeeze that he made him wince. across."
"You have got a pretty hearty grip, my friend," said Pay"Never mind about that. Look out, now ! Don't come too
ton.
·
near me."
"Think so? Well, that ain't nothin' to what Young Wild
The man was walking toward him now, and there was(
West kin give yer if he wants to. He kin make me git right blood
· .
in his eye, to use the term.
down on my knees a nd holler like a stuck pig."
Evid1;ntly he had ari idea that Wild was going t o r un awayj
"I don't doubt tha t, when I come to think of how he han- from
he wanted to get hold of him in the worst
dled a brakeman on the train last night," replied the Phila- way. hnn, and
delphian.
"If you t r y to lay hands on me I'll throw you down so
"What was ther matter, Wild? Was yer teachin' some
/
that it might hurt you," said Wild, calmly.
one how to behave?" and Lively Rick looked at the handsome hard
"You will, hey?" and with that the hor~e dealer made a'•
boy who bore the nicknames of the Prince of the Saddle and grab
.
'
for him.
Champion Deadshot of the West.
caught him just as he wanted, ~o, and up wenti
Wild
Then
but
reply;
the
.. "~es, there was a little trouble, Rick," was
his heels, and down he came with a thud upon the ground. ·.
1t didn't amount to much.
"I told you I would throw you down," he said. "Now, ain't
"Tell me all about it, won't yer?"
you sony you tackled me?"
had
what
related
and
Cheyenne Charlie then spoke up
"Wough!" grunted the surprised man.
·
occurred on the train.
"Shall I help you up?" and ·r :ild put out .his hand!
bluffed,
got
they
"Gamblers, hey ?" said Lively Rick. "An'
to his surprise, the hoi.,e dealer took it.
Rather
lost
I've
'cause
that,
did they? Well, I'm mighty glad of
you," he said, as he got upon his feet. "We'll callj
"Thank
fellers."
of
kind
considerabl e dust foolin' with them
quits, my boy. It jest struck me who you was. You're
it
were
car
box
the
in
The four horses that had been brought
Young Wild West, ain't yer?"
soon r eady to be led over to the hotel, and when they got
"Yes, that happens to be my name."
stable.
the
in
there they were comfortabl y installed
"I thought so. I wish I had thought so before I tackled,
"I suppose I will have to get a horse," said Payton. "I am you,
though."
I
rider,
poor
very
a
· not much of a judge of them, either, and
"Well, I guess I didn't hurt you any."
fear."
"Not much," retorted the man, brushing his clothes rat he:I
"Well, as f a r as judging a horse is concerned, we will do
"Two friends of mine told me · about you las.;1
sheepishly.
soon
you'll
riding,
to
that for you," r eplied Wild. "And as
how I come to know you. You sorter handled•
That's
night.
learn that, all rig~t."
ther train last night, didn't. yer ?"
on
brakeman
a
.
They had breakfast when they got back to the hotel, and
taught him to mind his own business."
simply
I
"Oh,
then they all ww' out together to buy a horse for Payton.
t o be on ther train,\
happened
friends
two
My
heard.
I
"So
There were rienty for sale in town, as they found by in- an' they told me about it."
~ _guixy, and '4n .,_faw minutes they were standing in the stable"Well, never mind about that now. Have you got a good
•
yard of a tiet,·er-.is ri
I
.
to sell?"
horse
"Which <>f yer is it that wants ther horse?" asked· the man
want."
you
what
jest
got
I've
"Yes,
in cha rge, when Wild told them their business there.
"Fetch him out and we'll have a look at him," said Wild.
"I am the man who is going to ride the horse," said P ayThe stable boy had been gaping in amazement at what wasj
1
ton.
place, but he now hurried to get t he hor se, taking
"Oh, well , I reckon I've jest got ther c1·itter you want, then. taking
the roan plug back with him .
·
Tom, jest fet ch out that roan."
The horse proved to be the one that our hero t hought was
. ~ couple. of minutes lat er a stable 'boy appeared with a
,
so he advised him to buy it.
v1c1ous-lookrng ca yu se that appeai·ed to be about as obsti- suitable for Payton,
The Philadelphi an did so, paying just what was asked forj
nate as a mule.
"We don't want that one," said Wild, quietly. "Fetch out it.
"You kin git a good saddle and other trappin's down to
a good horse. "
the dealer. "I'm interest ed in ther1
"Say!" answered the man, flashing an angry look at our ther corner," remarked
so you might as well throw a 1ittle my way as,
hero. "I thought this was ther gent that wanted to buy ther store there,
to give it to some one else, especially as you kin do jest as
'
horse."
an' quality."
"So he is, but I'm with him to see that he gets a h orse that good, both in price
They went to the place indicated, and Payton bought aJ
will suit him."
"How do you know what kind of a critter will suit him? complete outfit.
Then tlley were all ready to start out on their search
If you was goin' to buy one you wouldn't let some one tell
through the Sierras.
you what to buy, would you?"
"No, I would not. I would do my own selecting in a case
of that kind. But in this case it is different. This gentleCHAPTER I V.
man has left it to me to pick out a horse for him, so if you
will
you
me,
suit
will
that
anything
have
you
that
think
IN THE MOUNTAINS .
probably make a sale. That roan is no animal for a tenderthat
thought
simply
You
it.
know
you
and
tackle,
to
foot
"You haven't told me what your mission to the Sierra&.
you could get clear of it and get a good price at the same
Mr. West," i;aid Spencer P ayton, as they were seated at/
is,
time."
eating dinner at the hotel.
"That is a lie, young f eller! Ther roan is a good true hoss, the tableweafter
hunting up a little a dventure, princi_pally,n1
are
"Oh,
."
either
skin,
no
ain't
an'
replied Wild. "But we have an idea of finding some ancientl
Young Wild West did not like being told that he lied.
I
ruins, t oo. "
But he kept his temper, for all that.

I
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He won the third time, and the Philadelphian seemed as
"Ancient ruins, eh?"
pleased over it as he did.
well
about
know
I
all
you
tell
and
chart
a
"Yes, I will show you
His luck stuck to him the fourth time, for, though Payton
it, since w~ are to travel together." ,
up a king.
He did so, and found Payton eager to be one of the party cut a queen, he turned time,"
said Payton. "Win or lose, I
"Now for the last.
·
to hunt up the stone panthei·.
this turn of the card."
after
more
any
gamble
won't
interested
always
am
"I
said.
he
"We can work together,"
He turned the ace of hearts.
in unearthing strange things, and I will stick to you until
"I guess the luck has turned your way," the gambler re'you ~ccomplish your purpose, even if I find my brother at
and then he cut and turned up the ace of spades.
marked,
go-off."
the first
"A tie!" exclaimed Young Wild West. "Cut over again!"
"Well, I don't see as there is anything to keep us around
"Well, I suppose I will have to," said Payton, "but ,_vl).en
here any longer," remarked Wild, after a pause. "We can
this is settled it will be the last thing in the gambling hne I
·
start this afternoon just as well as not."
ever do."
"Suppose we do, then?" and the Philadelphian showed how will
"You mean for to-day," spoke up the horse dealer.
·
eager he was to go. ·
"No, I mean for all time. I will quit gambling forever,"
Of course, Cheyenne Charlie, Jim Dart and Lively were retorted the Philadelphian .
willing.
He cut and turned the king of clubs.
Wild wished to stock up with a few cigars. Charlie and
Wall reached over and got the deuce of the same suit.
Lively Rick said that they wanted some tobacco and a little
"That settles it!" exclaimed Young Wild West.
brandy · to take with the_m, and Spencer Payton insisted on
"Well, I am still ahead," remarked Payton. "Now, then,
they
before
the-barroom
into
went
they
so
all,
it
for
paying
landlord, if you will name some family worthy of what I
got heir horses out.
have over and above what I had before I first gambled with
When they walked in they found the man they had pur- these men, I will give it to them. I am done gambling forwhom
chased the horse of there at the bar with two men
ever, as I said a little while ago."
·
they had seen before.
"Well, I might find some family what needed ther money,",
g-amthe
The two were Jerry Wall and Pete Dougherty,
retorted the landlord, scratching his head, thoughtfully.
blers.
"Do so, then."
They looked up when our friends entered, but said nothing.
A family was named that seemed to fit the ideas of all
•
The horse dealer smiled rather faintly, though, and saluted those who were residents of the town in the barroom.
•
them with a "Howdy do?"
Payton handed the money to the landlol'd, and then, with
"You found ther horse all l'ight, I reckon, didn't yer?" he a pleasant good-day to everybody, started for the door.
added, turning to the Philadelphiap .
"Hold on, my friend," spoke up Wall. "That is kinder a
"Well, I haven't mounted him yet." w:?.s the reply. "But bad way ter go out. You ought to be able to treat the boys."
I guess it is all right. Young Wild West says he is, any"I might be able, but I am not just in i;he humor now," was
how."
the retort. "I know when it is my turn, without being told.
Jerry Wall uttered something of a sneer then, but our hero I believe I paid for the last round, as it is."
did not appear to notice it.
"That's right!" spoke up the landlord.
Ile could easily tell that the rascally pair had it in for him,
Wall made some sneering remarks which our friends could
though.
not understand.
They or<;Iered what they wanted of the man ·in charge of
"See here, you measly coyote!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charthe place, and then, just as they were turning to go out, Wall lie, turning around. "You act 2s though you were lookin'
._
called out:
for a muss. Are you, or ain't you?"
"Say, Payton, ain't you. goin' to give me a chance to git
"I don't know as any one said anything to you," was the
,
hunk with yer for what yer done last night?"
quick reply.
"No, but I'm sayin' somethin' to you now!"
"Well," replied Payton, "I• was just g-oing to leave town,
chance.
a
you
'give
"Gentlemen," and Wall turned appealingly to the ci:owd in
but if you can suggest a quick game I will
draw the place, "do you call this a square deal? Have I said ~nyt am satisfied that you fellows don't know howmetotoplav
win your thing to this man that he shoul~ try to get me to show fi1.1;~t;
· poker. If you did, you wouldn't have allowed
so he kin shoot me? I was talkin' to ther man I was gambun ·
money."
>"That's all right; you took about four thousand dollars with, an' him alone."
There was no reply from the men in the barroom.
from the pair of us last night. Now, I'll tell you what I'll
a
for
times
It looked as though they did not want to take sides.
do with you. I'll cut the cards with you five
But Cheyenne Charlie knew that the rascal had slurrE!l:i ·thousand dollars each shot."
them, and he was not going to let it pass unnoticed.
".Tn,;t five times and no more?·'
He was getting madder all the time, too.
"Yes."
Suddenly he whipped out his shooter, and, in a loud voice,
"All right. That will give you a chance to get your money
back, and some more besides. I am not crazy over gambling, exclaimed:
"Git outside, you measly coyote! Hurry up, or I'll fill you
for I don't believe money obtained that way ever does a man
·
any good. Get a new deck of cards and let Young Wild full of holes."
Jerry Wall cast a swift glance about the room, as though
West shuffle them, and then we will cut."
The rascals did not just like this idea, but they did not looking for some one to help him.
But no one offered to do so.
back down.
That meant that he must obey the command given him.
· . The proprietor handed over a new deck of cards to Wild,
He stepped out with great alacrity, and the scout followed
and he shuffled them carefully.
prohim.
-the
witness
to
up
crowded
room
the
of
inmates
The
Then Cheyenne Charlie ordered him to dance, and he kept
ceedings as he placed the pack on the bar between the two
sending bullets so close to the rascally gambler's heels that
men.
of a Highland Fling than anything else.
This was what the miners called fair and square gambling. the dance was more
"Now. maybe you'll know enough to keep yol!r mouth
"Ace is high, gentlemen," said our hero. "Go ahead and
shut and not slur people," said Charlie, when it was over,
cut the cards."
"Git back in t'he barroom, you measly coyote. An' if you
Payton wa~ first to obey.
don'.t set 'em up for the crowd now, you're a very unthankful
He turned up the king of spades.
"That's pretty good," said Wall, and then he turned over galoot. 'Cause if I'd only took a notion I'd have made a sandsifter out of yer head."
the ace of hearts.
Wall lost no time in getting inside the hotel. Though he
"You win,". said the Philadelphian , handfng over the money,
he was no
which he had divided into five parts, so as to have a thousand was a handy man with a . revolver, he saw that
match for Cheyenne Charhe.
dollars to hand out each time it was necessary.
"I hope you are all satisfied, gentlemen," observed Young
The truth was that he wanted the men to get their money
Wild West. "If you are, we will bid you good-day."
back.
"Good-day," answered several of the men.
He felt that the money was not his by ri~ht, anyhow.
one of them cried out :
Then
cut
they
and
agam,
cards
the
shuffled
Young, Wild West
"Three cheers for Young Wild West and his pai-tn ers,
t hem.
boys!"
Wall won again.
"It seemed as though every one within hearing joined in ·
"I am in luck, .I guess," he remarked, smiling with g reat
cheering, but , of course, the gamblers did not.
the
$atisfaction.
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And the horse dealer, who wa~ plainly their warm friend,
·1
remained silent also.
As they had settled up with the. hotel proprietor and ma<;le
all the purchases they wanted to, our f iends ~ot their horsei,
out from the stable and started to le~ve town.
Wild headed in a southwesterly du-eetion, 'f or he had looked
over the rude map the Indian had giteu him and found the
direction to travel in order to reach the stone panther.
Tl:te country was very rough and uneven about that section.
Though the distance in a straight line to Sacramento was
not over a hundred miles, a person, to reach there, would
have· to travel more than double that distance.
The trail our friends struck was a winding one that led
through deep gorges, along the brinks of yawning chasms,
up slippery ascents, and aloNg treacherous ledges.
When night came, though they had covered fully thirty
miles , they were not more than fifteen from Carson City.
But for the wildness and absolute loneliness of the scene
they might just as well have been a thousand miles beyond
the bofrlers of civilization.
"This is the grandest sight I ever saw," said Spencer Payton, as he stood on a nigh bluff and gazed at the eetting sun,
as they came to ·a halt, after selecting a spot to camp.
".Those jagged peaks with the snow on top of them and th~
green forests lying beneath them make a sublime light with
-the sun shining from between those two curiously shaped
peaks over there."
"You are right," answered Young Vlild West. "In my
opinion, no prettier scenery can be found anywhere in the
world than in the Sierra Madre range."
All hands took a look at the scene, even Cheyenne Charlie
and Lilvely Rick getting interested for the space of a minute.
"It's a fine sight," said the scout, after a minute of silence.
"But it would be a little bette1· if a big ·bear was to show up
right in that slantin' ray from ther -settin' sun. Then we'd
have somethin' to look at."
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when a supple
form sprang across the very place he referred to and dis.,. appeared in the bushes.
But as quickly as it had been done, Young Wild West had
recognized the form :!is that of a female.
It was a young girl, too, and she was attired in the costume of a mountain girl-or as one would apt to be attired.
"Thunder!" ejaculated Cheyenne Charlie. "That wasn't no
bear."
"Not mucn!" exclaimed Jim Dart. "I hardly know what
it was. but I would be willing to bet that it was a human
·
being."
"That's l'ight enough, Jim," spoke up our hero. "It's a
human being, sure enough, and it's a young girl, too."
"I reckon you must have had a pretty good look at her to
tell that," said Lively. Rick. "I th.ought it was a bear first."
"Well, I did have a pretty good look. While you fellows
getting things in shape and the supper ready, I am going
t osee if I can find her."
"All right," answered Jim. "Go ahead; but don't sti,y long."
"Oh, I won't be gone more than half an hour at the most."
Rifle ii'\ hand, Yo mg Wild West hastened for the' spot
where he 11ad seen the girl disappear.
He was curious to meet her, because the sight of her had
made him think of the story Payton had told about his
brother.
This girl might be tlfe Philadelphia niece.
· The brief glance Wild had of her assured him that she was
not used to civilization.
If she had she would not have darted away when she saw
them looking at her as she crossed the ray of sunlight.
When Wild got to the place where she had darted into the
bm,hes he found a path there.
He was not the least bit surprised, for he had figured on
'.
finding one.
- With noiseless tread he followed the path, which led
through a thick clump of fir trees.
CHAPTER V.
WILD IS CAPTURED BY THE WILD GIRL.

Wild followed the path along, and presently he found himself going down a slight descent.
He was quite confident that the girl lived somewhere in
the vicinity, and he expected to come upon a log cabin at
any moment.
But before he had been following the path for five minutes
he suddenly heard the tread of horses, or mules, he could
not tell which.
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He stepped forward, and the next instant he was gazing
upon another trail that led over the mountains.
And coming along it he saw two giant negroes riding
mules and leading two more of the animals behind them, both
of which were loaded with bags and packages.
There was nothing remarkable about this, only that the
negroes were such big fellows, and Wild was going to push j
his way forward and meet them, when the form of a girl
. ,
suddenly appeared on the scene.
It was the same one he had seen flitting across the ray of
sunlight into the bushes, so he remained silent and waited tol
see what she would do.
"Where have you been so long?" she demanded, in a low,
searching voice. "Don't you black fools know tlrat N evadal
Nan can't wait long when she wants anything? Jest wait
till I get you home. Won't I lam ther gad into you fellows!
I guess you have forgot that Nevada Nan is the Queen of,
the Sierras, even if she is a wild girl. Ha, ha, ha!"
The girl's voice sounded strange and unnatural as she
broke into a laugh, and Young Wild West shrugged his
shoulders.
"She's daffy," he thought. "I wonder where she lives, anyhow? And what is the matter with the two darkies-they
haven't so much as made a reply to her. By Jove! They
are either mutes, or they know when to answer and when;
not to. Ah, so Nevada Nan, as he calls herself, has a mount,,
has she?"
The wild girl had reached her hand into a clump of bushes,I
a'nd when she pulled it back the hand held the bridle-1·ein
of a horse, which came out into view and stood as meek as '
,,.
a lamb.•
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the girl, in a chilling-, harsh way.
"Now for home! Git a hustle on you, you black fools, or I'll '
whip vou until ther blood runs down to your heels."
The negroes were watching every move she made, and
when they saw her motion to go ahead they urged the mules
forward, though not a sound came from their hps.
Wild thought a moment •
He did not know whether to hail the ·g irl or not.
He was quite certain that he would not be received in a
friendly mtmner.
But he concluded to try it, anyway.
"Excuse me," he cried out, at the same time stepping from
the bushes, "may I ask where this trail leads to, miss?"
The girl turned inthe. saddle as quick as a flash.
"None of your business, you pryin' fool!" she answered.
"Ha, ha! I'm Nevada Nan, the Wild Girl of the Sierras! I'm
a regular wildcat when I get mad, too, and if you come too l
close to me -I'll scratch your eyes out."
"Don't get excited, Nevada Nan. I'm not going to harm
you. Listen, I want to talk to you."
"Catch him and hold him while I sci-atch his eyes out!" :
shrieked the girl, making some quick motions to the negroes.
Though it is doubtful if they could hear what she said,
they understood the motions quite well. ·
They slid from the mules they were riding with remarkable quickness.
Then they lunged rather than sprang toward our hero.
But he stepped out of their way so easily that they looked
in amazement.
Wild smiled at them, and then shook his head for them to
let him be.
But they did not intend to do this.
They were going to follow the instructions of their mistress.
They made another grab for him, and just missed him.
Then our hero jerked out his revolvers and covered the
pair.
"Call your dar}<:y servants off, Nevada Nan, or I'll shoot
them dead in their tracks! " he cried.
But it was not necessary for her to call them.
The deaf mutes saw something in the boy's eyes that told
them he meant business.
They backed slowly toward the mules they had dismounted fr0m.
Suddenly the, wild girl let out a shriek of defiance, and
started her horse on a gallop over the rough mountain road.
The sun had gone under, and it was almost dark now, so
the next moment she was lo:,t in the gloom of the bushes.
The giant negroes quickly mounted the mules and rode
.
away after her.
Wild ran up the path, and was just in time to hear some
one ,~,ming.
Th e next 1'l1oment Cheyenne Charlie and Spehcer P·a yton
burst into view.

I
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"What's the matter, Wild? We titought we heard some shadows, so that his approach would not be known, unless
the person who had uttered the cries saw him leave.
crazy person yellin'," said the scout.
The burst of laughter signified that such was the case: but
"It was Nevada an you heard," was the reply. Listen!
,
W~kl did not stop.
You can hear them riding away now."
lI it was Nevada Nan, as he was quite certain, he was
"Then!" echoed the ~1iladelphia11, in surprise.
"Yes, the wild g-irl a d her two deaf and dumb survants." going to over take her.
About fi f t y yards from the camp he suddenly came upon
"Thunde,·!" exclaimed Charlie.
a beaten path.
Wild quickly told them that he had just experienced.
J:::st as he struck it h e heard footsteps ahead of him.
They wer'¾ both mud1 astonished.
Wild's quic_:k ears told him that someone was hastening
"I don't know as there is anything so very strange ~.bout
it, though," said our hero. "The girl, who is a litt le bit daffy, away from him.
He started on a run.
lives somewhere on the mountain, and the two giant n egroes
In less than half a minute he found that he · was gaining
are servants of her family, I suppose. We will follow the
·
on the person.
trail, and will come across a 1·anch, perhaps."
"That's so," nodded Payton. "Do you know, vVild. I've just . Suddenly ?e came out into an open space where the moon.
thought that this wild girl might be my brother's daughter." light shone_ m f~JJ ~orce.
He was Just m time to catch a glimpse of a female figure
"Some such idea struck me when I first saw her" was the
as it disappeared _at ~he edge of the little clearing opposite.
'
r eply.
.
Our hel'O unhesitatmgly sped across the open space.
"Don't you think it would be a good idea to follow the
girl,
tI1e
to
attacl~ed
n:i,ystery
a
of
sort
some
was
There
to
able
be
might
We
miles?
few
a
for
supper
after
trail
he t~ought, and he was as anxious to solve it as quickly as
strike just as good a place to camp overnight?"
.
poss1bl~.
"All right."
They hastened back to the camp, and found Jim Dart and . It !mght be that she was the mece of Spencer Payton, and
it might be that she was the daughter ~f some ranchman,
Lively Rick in a state of great excitement.
When they heard all about the wild girl of the Sierras and who _was so unfortunate as to have her mmcl affected.
Wild reached the edge of t he cleared spot, and found that
her two giant black servant s they could scarcely believe their
the path continued.
senses.
He ra~~ fast~~ now, nnd s~on was able to catch a glimpse
But they were eager to start rig-ht on the trail, so they
"
.
.
,.
. of,~ mo ,~ng fo,n11 _fhead_ .?,f him.
hurried the suppe~- they had started t? cook.
I would
Stop . he cal ec out 11 a firm,_ bu,, gentle voice.
It was now qmte dar k. but our friends were not afraid
wJSh to speak to vou."
not harm you, Nevada Nan. I do
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at a gallop and 1f she could go
Nevada Nan had gone
th
Sierras!"
the
of_
·l.
gi
wi/d
c.
I'm
anybody!
as fast as that, they could proceed a littl~ slowe1·.
~he stopped still m he1 ti~c~s, ~nd then swung around
Half an hour lnter they had finished their evening meal
facmg our hero, who ,h"Jted wii;hm six f eet of hei·.
and were ready to start.
A gleam of moonlight shone full upon her face, avrl as
. ~ ,,
.
.
"
" The moo1; will be up m a few mmu es, observed _Payton. Wild looked at her he noticed her eyes were blaziYJg ,,.,j;J1 an
Th,~n we will have a chance to sec where we arc gorng bet- unnatural glare.
"Nevada Nan, I am looking for a man named John Payton.
.
.
r·
,,
.
,
te~;
Thats nght, answered ¥. 1ld, :who was lcadmg the way Can you tell me where I can find him?" Wild asked, gently.
The girl gave a start.
.
,
-long the path that led to the;. tra1l.
Then she -placNl her hand on hei; forehead as though it
They soon rPacherl the spo. where he har, inet the gll'l
'
and the J:',"iant blacks, and then they proceeded along at a hurt her, and said:
"Why do you interfere with me? It iR death to all who
faster gait.
Then for the next hour they rode al0ng without seeing interfexe with me! Your doom is s,:,alcd for coming here.
anything that looked like the residence of a human being or You have no right to come upon the Sierra Ranp.c, because itI ·
hearing a sound other than the cries of animals that were belongs to me. I am Nevada Nan, and I own al,I the land
prowling about and the soug-hing of the branches ovNhead. can see with my eyes. You must die for · interfering with
"I guess we have gone p1:.st the residence of th e Wild Girl me."
Then a hollow, mocking laugh came from her lips, and it
of the Sierras," observed our lwro, as he broui:rht his horse
to a halt. "It has heen so dark in some places that we have had hardly died out when there was a CO!nmotion in the
been unable to distin,,.uish objects. I hardly think it is ad- bushes on either side of Young Wild Wqst .
His ever-ready revolver \vas in his hand instantly, but bevisable to go any farther. What do you say if w0 frO into
camn r ight here? It is as good a place a s we will be apt fore he could locate where the danger lay two giant form!"
·
sprang upon him.
to find. I think."
It is just possible that Wild might have escaped being
"That's what's the matter!'' spoke up Cheyenne Charlie.
caught by them. but a third appe8.r cd in time to knock his
"I reckon we've been on a ,•,ild goose chase."
The rest were perfectly willing to give up the search fo1· ,veapon from his grasp and forced him backward to the
ground.
the night.
Then it was all up with him, as far as g ettin g away from
They had traveled a good ten miles since supper, and they
them was concerned.
were willing to take a rest till mor ning.
He was but a child in the hands of those giants.
The air in the high altitude was rather chilly, so Lively
Not a sound came from the lips of eithei:: of them, nor did
Rick lost no time in gathering wood and dry twigs and startthe wild j\"irl speak, and in a couple of minutes he was bound
ing a fire.
.
.
.
As soon a s they had picked out. a place to tether their ha~d and foot._
1hen at a sign from the _g-n·l. one of them pic)cecl up the
horses the rest set about to gathering a lot of pine needles.
Heaps of these with a blanket thrown on top made an helpless form of Young Wild West and thr ew it over 1tis
.
shoulder. .
excellent couch, as th ey well knew.
Then . with Nevada Nan m the lead, they hurried through
They had just got everything fixed to their satisfaction,
when suddenly a shrill, discordant cry rang "o ut close at band . . the darkness.
It was a cry such as vrnuld cause a cold chill to run down
CHAPTER VI.
the spine of an ordinary individual, and as it ended in a longdrawn wail our friends looked at each other.
VILLAINS THREE.
Young Wild West was the first to speak.
We will now go back to Carson City and see what the two
"The wild girl, I guess," said he.
were up to.
gamblers
his
from
up
went
relief
of
sigh
simultaneous
a
and
"Oh,"
Notwithstanding that they had got the biggest part of
•
companions.
"Stay right where you are, boys! I am going to find her." their money back, the villains were not satisfied.
They were certain that Spen(!er Pqyton had a big sum of
Young Wild West set out in the direction the cry had come
with him, and they long-ed to get hold of it.
money
word.
another
without
from
not to them how they ~ot it, either. If they
mattered
It
"
ha!
ha,
"Ha,
if they could
A weird laugh went up, and echoed among the surrounding could win it in a gambling game, all nght; but
steal if they
to
willing
quite
be
would
they
way
that
it
do
not
rocks.
got the opportunity.
.
But Wild never stopped.
And the horse dealer, who was their friend and partner
He was moving swiftly; but noiselessly, through the
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"No, you couldn't," answered Gildersleeve. "That's been
in mo1·e than one game that had been played, was quite eager
tried, but it hain't never amounted to anything. They always
to get satisfaction qn Young Wild West.
Though he had made out that he bore the boy no ill-feeling, disappPar jest about ther time when anyone ain't thinkin'
he was really a very vindictive man, and he would stop at about it."
"I've heard somethin' about 'em. There seems to be a
nothing in order to avenge a wroni;, whether it was only
sorter mystery about them niggers ," remarked Wall, thought·
fancied or real.
This man bore the name of Gildersleeve, and as soon as fully. "Well, what do you say if we sorter watch out for
You ng Wild West and his companions roc'lc away from the 'em, an' foller ther trail of Young Wild West an' his gang
hotel 'he called the two gamblers in a private room with him. at ther same time ? "
"We kin do that easy enough, I reckon,'' exclaimed the
"What do you think them fellers is after, anyhow?" he
horse-dealer.
a sked.
The trio of rascals rode out of town and soon stmck the
"I don't know," retorted Wall. "It seems sorter funny
that they would bring their horses on ther train with 'em trail they knew the giant blacks always took when they came
into town to stock up with provisions.
an' git off here, don't it?"
Then they followed it along at a very slow pace until they
"'\Yell, they must have some purpose in view. I would
just like to know where they're bound, an' if it wasn't too came to a place where they noticed that some horsemen had
,
fur I'd follow 'em up an' git .square on Young Wild West. turned off.
"Them's ther prints of ther nags of Young Wild West an'
He almost broke my neck by thro.ving me over his head, an'
when a man does that to me you kin b et I'm goin' to git his g-ang, 1 reckon,'' said Gildersleeve.
"Most likely,'' nodded Wall. "I'd jest give a ten-dollar note
square on him some time, even if I have to blow a hole
to know what they're out here for."
through his carcass with a shooter to do it."
" Well, we know that Payton didn't come with 'em, that's 1
"I don't bl:lme yer fur wantin' revenge," spoke up Pete
Dougherty. "But you'd better be mighty careful how you sartin,'' observed Dougherty. "You could easily tell that on
ther train last night. They hadn't never spoke to each other
go about it, hadn't he, Jerry?"
"Yes,'' was the reply. "Young Wild Wes{; is the quickest until you pulled your gun."
"That's so,'' admitted his partner.
fellow I ever seen ·with a gun, an' I've seen a good many.
"Well, they're together now, and it looks as though they're
I'm putty good meself, but I ain't nowhere with him."
"Well. never mind about that. We'll find a chance to git out on business."
"Well, wh::.t shall we do-wait an' foll er ther two big
square, if ·w-e do foller 'em up, an' we might make it pay in
ther end, too. There's a lot of money in that crowd, I'll b et." niggers, or strike out over this other trail?" asked Gilder"Yes, I have an idea that there is over twenty thousand sleeve.
The gamblers looked at each Qther questioningly.
dollars in oash among the five of 'em,'' observed Jerry Wall.
"WhRt do you think about that?" said Wall.
"Well, what do you say if we foller 'em up an' git it from
"Well, I think we ha<l better foller Young- Wild West. 1
·
'em, then?"
Then we might run across ther nigger s, too, when they come
"Good!" exclaimed the two.
"An' we'll be able to git our revenge at ther same time." along."
"That's it!" exclaimed Dougherty.
"That's so; but you can't leave your business very long,
1t l;>eing decided. they turned frol!1 the regular trail and
kin you?"
"Oh, I have got my boy broke so he kin take care of it followed the less plain one mttde by our friends.
They moved along at a pretty good gait.
fur a few days, I reckon,'' replied the horse dealer. "A littl<'
"We ought to overtake them by night." said the horse-,
trin throul!.'h ther mountains will do me good, anyhow, I
dealer. "But we don't want to let them know that we are
reckon. I'll ~o with you fellers."
around. if we kin help it."
"Well, we'll go yer!" exclaimed Wall.
"That's so,'' and ·wall shru~17,ed his shoulclers.
"We will start right away, then;' said Gildersleeve. "We
He was thinking of how Young Wild West had covered·
want that money they 've got with 'em, an' I, for one, want
.
him so auickly in the car.
revenge."
But though the three villains made pretty good head"I .q-uess w~'ll all enjoy a little of tlrn.t,'' replied Wall. "I
woulrl like nothing bettel· than to get Young Wild West bv way, they did not travel any faster than our friends, and1
th<> throat with his havin' no rhance to pull a shooter on me." when the sun set they were three miles from the spot Wild
"If I ever git him that way,'' and the horse dealer shrugged and his compnnions had stopped at.
his shoulders, "I'll--"
They kept 1·ight on, now being determined to get near
"That's all right. Don't say it!" intermpted Pete Dough- enough to set eyes on those they were followi ng.
erty.
But as it grew dark they lost the trail somehow, and the
"We know what you mean,'' added Jerry Wall. ,
first thmg tbey knew they found themselves following a trail
"•Nell, I'll furnish ther horses fur us,'' remarked Gilder- that was well worn from frequent use.
sleeve, after a pause. "Come on! We'll go over to ther
The fact was that they had struck the regular trail leading,
st::.hlc now."
over the rough country-the one taken by the giant blacks.
The three conspirators got up and went out into the ba1·This was a much shorter way than the one by which our
room of the pbce.
friends had come, and hence the negroes had got ahead of
Then they had a drink all around and left.
the three villains.
They went right over to the horse-dealer's, and in half an
The horse-dealer and the gamblers proceeded a little slowly
,hour they were mounted and ready to leave.
through the da1·kness, and in a little while they came in
·fhere was a big- grocery and supply store right opposite sip:ht of a campfire that was just beginning to burn.
the horse dealer's place, and as they rode out from the stable
It was the one our friends had kindled.
thPv saw'two big ncgroes halt in front of it.
The trio of scoundrels dismounted and talked in whispers
-'I'hey were mounted on mules, and had two extra ones with 11s to what they should do next, for they were certain that
them.
they had come upon the camp of Young Wild west and his
"What do ;vou think of them fellers?" asked Gildersleeve,
•
n oflding in the direction of tho blacks. "They're what yer friends.
Before they arrived at anythinP,' definite they were startled
call hig m<'n, ain't they?"
,
by the awful shriek of the wild girl.
"Yes. I've r,een 'em in town before. Where do they beTheir faces turned pale, for they were more or less superlong-. anyhow?" l'etorted Wall.
stitious, and the cry rang through their ears like a death,
"That's somcthin' that no one kin find out. They can't
neither one of 'em talk-leastwise, they make out they can't, knell.
"A ghost, I reckon,'' said Gildersleeve.
:myhow-an' ther storekeeper don't know where ther. stuff
"No, it ain't a ghost, but somethin' worse,'' spoke up
goes to th::i.t he sells ·~m. They fetch gold dust to him. an' Dougherty. "Listen!"
1 he's mighty g lad to git it.
I've heard that there is a feller
They heard all that our friends had, for they were quite
\\'hat lives twenty m iles back in ther mountains, who hasn't
seen or talked to a white man in a dozen years or more. near the camp.
When silence once more reigned their courage returned a,
Most people who have heard of him think ther big niggers
little.
come from his l'anch."
Then Wall proposed that they leave their horses there and
"Probably,'' said Dougherty.
"I wonde1· if we couldn't find out where they git ther gold c1·eep up close to the campfire and see what was going on.
'
This they started to do without delay.
dust they bring to ther store?" spoke up Wall.
By going about it cautiously they managed to get within a,
"We could foller 'cm," sui.ge:.ted Douizherty.
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He fully realized that he was in the hands of three powerhundred feet of the camp without attracting the attention
ful blacks, who were ready to do anything the girl bid them.
of our friends.
But he coultl not make himself believe· that she would have
Then they remained in the bushes and watched and lishim killed.
tened.
With Nevada Nan in the lead, the three giants walked
They saw that there were but four men in camp.
along a rocky path.
Young Wild West was not there.
1:he fellow who bore Wild on his shoulder walked along as
But when they got used to the low voices of those who were
there they soon learned that he had gone to find out who or easily as though he was simply carrying a bundle.
In about five minutes from the time he had been set upon
what it was that had made the cries.
and captured, the wild girl halted before the face of a cliff.
A sudden idea came into Jerry Wall's head.
Wild could see her as she turned to the blacks, and when
He was not a coward, a11d he was also one who would take
a great risk. especially if there was a chance to gain any- she suddenly reached out and pulled aside what seemed to be
a part of the gray rock that formed the face of the cliff he
thing from it.
"C oi.ildn't we surprise them fellers an' kill or capture gave a sta1-t of surprise.
But.he quickly saw that it was but a curtain of some hang'em?" he asked his two companions, in a low whisper.
"We mii?ht be able to do it," answered Dougherty, though ing stuff, painted or dyed the color of the rocks.
The girl held this curtain aside, and the three giant mutes
his tone showed that he was just the least bit doubtful
w2.lked into a cave.
·
about it.
Then Nevada Nan, came in, letting the curtain fall behind
"I think we roi1ld," sai_si the horse-dealer, pulling his reher.
volver from his belt.
At a sign from her our hero was placed on the ground.
"LP.t's try it, then."
The light from a smoky lantern illuminated the cave
"All right."
"We must be mighty careful about it, then," observed sufficiently for him to see that he was in a place that was
Pete Dougherty. "I've an idea that them friends of Young evidently occupied by some one as a dwelling.
. Suddenly he heard a strange purring sound, and the next
Wild West kin shoot putty straight."
"Well, there's only one way to do it right, you know," and instant he beheld a number of small animals walking over
the ground that constituted the. floor of the cave.
the horse-dealer shrugged his shoulders.
They we1·e cats!
"An' Tr.at is - -"
Some were full grown, and others were half grown, while
"To drop 'em."
·
here and there a kitten could be seen.
"Yes, all of 'em."
And they all showed signs of gladness at the appearance
"Dead men tell no tales," added Wall, sig·nificantly.
"But if we was ter drop. ther four of 'em an' git ther of Nevada Nan . .
They ran up to her, rubbed against her, raised their backs
mon<'y they' 'C r.:-ot, there'd be Young Wild West alive yet,"
and purrerl, and some stood on their· hind feet and clawed
sairl hi~ pm:tner.
"Well, I reckon ther three of us could put ther finishin' gently at her dress.
Their eyes shone like sparks of fire in the weird-looking
touches to him afore he got very far," ~etorted Gildersleeve.
"He'rl. come hack here on ther run if he heard shots fired, place, and Wild thought of the habitations of witches right
away.
.
woulrln't he?"
It was one of the strangest places he had ever seen.
"Oh. ve<;!" and Wall shook his head a little dubiously.
But he was to have no time to meditate over· it, for the
"That's jeo.t it. He mil!ht come brick and g-et a bead on us
afo:·0 we knowPd it. Then somethin' would happen, most girl spoke affectionately to the cats and then turned to the
three mutes and made some motion to them.
Ukelv, that wouldn't be exactly agreeable to us."
The result was that they each took a huge torch from a
'·W~ll. Y"" knov· ,. •hat ther old sayin' is."
corner of the cave and lighted them.
l'T"fhnt nld sayin'?"
"CoTe!" cried Nevada Na!}, taking our hero by the shoat
"Nothin' ventured, nothin' gained."
You are the first- white man to set foot in tWs cav>e:
"That's true enough. All right. I won't back down. But der.
when I start in this thing I'll have my mind made up that since my father went away. You have come here hut vou
I'm liable to go under with my boots on afore I knows what's will never go away. You are doomed! You are doomed.happened. It's a good idea to be prepared for such things, do you hear? The Wild Girl of the Sierras says so, and
what she says must be so. Come!"
you know."
Wild did not feel like obeying just then.
"Pshaw ! You a;:e beginnin' to croak, I guess."
He hung back as she urged him toward the rear of the
The villains had unconsciously raised their voices in the
cave.
little argument that they were having.
. But the black who had carried him there quickly picke
They forgot that they were so near the camp.
up as thoug-h he had been a child and carried him back
lum
creep
to
decided
had
they
when
and
away,
talked
They
closer to the camp and open fire on the four from the bushes . before the mouth of a dark opening in the ground.
Then he was placed on his feet again, and his hat and
they suddenly became aware that there was no one to be
weapons were laid on a bench close by.
seen about the fire!
The cats kept walking about the cave as though they
They marvelled at this, of course, but could not imagine
thoroughly en.ioyed it all.
the cause of it.
Then the wild girl began to grow'excited.
But they were going to find out befo1·e long.
She laughed and cried by turns, never taking her eyes off
"Where are they?" whispered Gildersleeve.
her prisoner meanwhile.
"B1t~med if I know," retorted '\Vall.
She made a otion to the blacks, and they stepped back
"Must Jw.ve started to foller Young Wild West when we
and stood in a line with the smoking torches held upright
was,1"t lookin'," remarked Dougherty.
after the manner of soldiers in a dress parade.
"'Nell, ,vc'll soon see. Come on!"
"See h~re, Nevada" Nan," said _our hero, looking her
"They crept forward about ten feet further, and then a
squarely m the eyes, you are makmg a rnistake by treatvoice right in front of them exclaimed:
"Stop r ight where you are, you measly coyotes! If you ing me in ~his way. I ~id not come here to harm you. I
am your fnend, and I will prove it to you, if you will order
makr ther least move vou'll be dead men!"
"Thunder!" ejaculated Gildersleeve. "Don't shoot! We your servants to untie me."
"Do you see that hole?" shrieked the wild girl pointing
are friends!"
"I reckon you n.re friends, but not to us," was the l'eply. to the mouth of the pit. "That's where you wfn go for
"Stay right where you ai-e now! Boys, jest take ther daring to interfere with Nevada Nan."
. Th(! giant negroes stood like statues, while the cats purred
shooters from 'em an' tie 'em up."
rn uruson.
It was Cheyenne Charlie who was speaking.
Youn~ Wild West now realized that the supreme moment
had arnved.
Coo~ness was the only thing that would save him, and he
CHAPTER VII.
knew 1t.
"No," he said, looking the girl steadily in the eyes. "Your
WILD'S ExPERIENCE IN THE CAVE.
father would not allow anything like that if he was here."
Nevada Nain started back as though she had been stung.
Though somewhat crestfallen at the way affairs had
"Wha-what do you mean?" she cried, looking at him in a
turned out, Young Wild West .was not the least bit frightstartled manner. "Have you, f?een my father?"
ened.
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"I have," answered our hero, knowing full well that he had
struck the right vein. "If you have me thrown into that pit
your father will never forgive you. In the country where he
is no one harms another. All is peace there."
The girl looked at him for a moment in silence.
Then she stepped forward and drew a knife from her belt.
The blacks looked at her wonderingly, but did not ;move.
Wild did not remove his eyes from her face, and when she
cut the ropes that bound his arms he stood perfectly still.
But she did not stop until she had severed the bonds from
his ankles as well.
Then she nfted her head and drew her hand across her
1
brow wearily.
"Oh, oh!" she cried, in a voice that" wa& full of agony. "If
I could only remember! Ha, ha, ha! I'm Nevada Nan, the
Wild Girl of the Sierras! What are you doing here?"
Her voice changed instantly; and she was now looking at
Wild 'lvith a savage gleam in her eyes.
The mutes advanced a step nearer, as, though to protect
her, when they saw the boy grab his wea pons.
"Stand back, you fiends!" he exclaimed, leveling his revolver at them. "Nevada Nan, if you want your slaves to
live, order them to stand aside and allow me to pass out of
the cave."
His words had great effect on her.
She motioned them to go back, and then, dropping to the
floor, she began fondling the cats, which seemed so willing to
sympathize with her.
But Wild did not wait to look at her queer antics.
He walked quickly to the entrance to the cave, and lifting
the curtain aside, passed out.
A sigh of relief escaped his lips when he got in the open
air.
Then he looked around, so he would be able to find the place
again, and noticing the stump of a tree within ten feet of the
entrance, he stepped to it and slashed a chip from it with
his knife.
This done, he made off in the direction the black had carriea him from.
There was no trouble for him to find the way, since the
path wa$ a well-beaten one, and he was not long -in reaching
the spot where he had been attacked.
"This is one of the most curious adventures I ever had, he
_ mused, as he hurried back to the camp. - "I must see more
of Nevada Nan and the cave she makes her home in. But I
will wait till to-morrow."
He soon reached the camp.
"Well, boys, I'm back!" he called out. "But one time I
was afraid I would never see you again."
"How is that, Wild?" Jim Dart answered.
Wild. was just about to tell him when he noticed that they
had three prisoners in the camp.
"Hello!" he exclaimed. "So you have had visito. since
I left, have you?"
"Yes, they are our three friends we left in Carson City
to-day," retorted Cheyenne Charlie. "They're ther two gamblers an' ther horse-dealer."
"Well, I am surprised at this. Some people never know
when they have got enough, it seems."
'. "It's all a mistake," spoke up Jerry Wall. "We was
follerin' two big niggers till dark, an' then we got lost. We
was huntin' aroun' for a good place to camp when we came
in sight of your fire. Then these fellers jumped out on us
an' ma<le us prisoners."
"He talks- like a man who was speakin' ther truth, ·wild,"
said Cheyenne Charlie. "But he's lyin' as much as any man
ever could lie. They was sneakin' up on us so they could
shoot an' rob us. We heard 'em whisperin' about what they
was goin' ter do, an' then we jest crawled out to meet 'em.
We fixed 'em up in short order, too."
"That sounds more reasonable," and Wild cast a look of
dis11;ust at the villains.
As soon as he had listened to what had happened in detail
he related what had befallen him.
But he took his companions aside, as he did not want the
prisoners to hear about it.
What Wall had said about the two blacks was sufficient to
make Wild believe that the villains knew something about
the Wild Girl of the Sierras.
He decided to question them a little on that point.
"You say you were followir.g the two blacks when you
came in sight of our camp? .. he said to Jeny Wall.
"We started from Carson City to foller 'em, but we lost
track of 'em jest as. it got dask," was the reply, in. a· hopeful

11·

tone, for the villain thought that they were going to be released.
"What were you following them for?" went on our hero. 1
"Well, we ain't been ther first ones to foller 'em," answered Wall. "Lots have tried it, but they always lost 'em
when they git around here somewhere."
"Don't any one know where they belong?"
"No."
"That seems rather strange. They must belong to some
ranch that is located )lP here on the mountain. It is queer
that no one could follow them."
"Well, it's a fact that no one ain't ever been able to do
it," spoke up Gildersleeve. "Them same two blacks has been
comin' into town regularly once a month ever since I lived in1
Carson City, which is goin' on three years. They pays fur
what they git with. gold dust, too, an' they have ther iist of
what they want wt!tten down in putty good writin'. Neither
one of 'em kin talk or hear anythin', so people say. There's ,
a mystery about 'em. Me an' my two friends here got it in ,
our heads to foller 'em to-day an' t r y to learn where they got
ther gold dust from."
"But you would not have followed them if you had not seen
us come this way. You wanted the money Spencer Payton
has with him, didn't you? Now own up to the truth."
·
"I'll take an oath that we didn't!" declared the horse dealer.
"Ah, shet up!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie. "Didn't we
hear what you was talkin' about when you was sneakin'
toward ther camp here? You'd better stop lyin', or I might/
take a notion to cut your tongues out."
This silenced them.
Young Wild West was at a loss what to do with the three
prisoners.
He thought the matter over, and finally came to the con- ,
clusion that there was only one thing to do with them, and
that was to let them go.
"Boys," said he, turning to his companions, "these fellows
deserve to be hung for trying to sneak up and fire on you;
but I never yet assisted in a hanging for such a cause as that. I
I am going to let them go."
No one offered the least objections to this.
"I am going to let them go," went on the daring boy, "with
the understanding that the first time we run across them
under circumstances that look suspicious we will shoot them.!
I guess they under stand."
"I reckon .-ve do!" exclaimed the horse dealer.
"Very well, then. Now, just remember that if we ever
catch you sneaking around where we are, no matter where/
it may be, you are going to get shot! Of course, that means '
unless you are quick enough to get in the first shots.
Now, then, you can go."
He stepped over and seve1·ed their bonds with his hunting
kn~
'
"Thank you," said Pete Dougherty.
• ·
The other two said nothing.
They walked back to where they had left their horses, as
though they had not a moment to spare.
,
"It ain't ther last we'll see of 'em, you kin bet on that," '
remarked Lively Rick, as the villains disappeared.
"You shouldn't have given them their shooters. They
might use them on us before long," spoke up Spencer Payton.
"Oh, I hardly think they will bother us again to-night,"
replied Young Wild West. "We will be on the watch for
them, anyhow, as Jong as we stay up her e in the wilderness
of the mountains. If we can't take care of such fellows as
they are I'll miss my guess, that's all."
"That's what the matter!" exclaimed Jim Dart.
After they had arranged things so they would be pretty
safe in case these villains did attack them they set in to talking_about the remarkable adventure Wild had gone through.
"I have an idea that the iirl is your niece," said our hero
to Payton. "She has lost 11e r mfud, though, of that I am
certain, and it· is doubtful if she knows her real name. We
must try to resto,·e her to her fa,ther."
CHAPTER VIII.
SURPRISE UPON SURPRISE.

Our friends heard o! saw nothing of the three ".illains that
night, and when mornmg dawned they were up with the sun.
They had two purposes in view now. One was to find out
all about the wild girl, and the other was to locate the stone
panther and the ruins of the ancient city of the Aztecs.
They had shot game the day before, so Lively Rick undertook to get breakfast ready.

•
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They sat down to eat, but not all at one time, for Wild marks the entrance to a ruined city. Now the question is,
how do we get to the entrance?"
was too cautious for that.
"It is covered with earth, like the panther was, I suppose,"
He did not propose to give their enemies tjie least chance
retorted Jim. "Let us search about until we find it."
to surprise them.
They began digging at the face of the slanting bank that
After all hands had eaten the horses were saddled, and then
was behind the image, and had removed considerable dirt,
they mounted and rode off.
As the route laid down on the map led directly to the place when suddenly the report of a rifle rang oµt, and a bullet
·
where our hero had been taken into the cave by the black went through Wild's hat.
The boy wheeled as quick as a flash and caught sight of a
giant, they went that way.
Wild was not the least bit alarmed about their getting little streak coiling upward from behind a clump of bushes a
into trouble with the Wild Girl of the Sierras, or her negroes. hundred yards away.
But Cheyenne Charlie was ready to answer the shot, and he
He knew they would be able to cope with twice the number
was not.
they had seen so far.
The scout saw the smoke, too, and his rifle flew to · his
They rode leism:ely along, and soon came to the spot where
shoulder.
our hero was positive the cave was.
.
Crack!
But when they looked around and found there was no tree
The whip-like report sounded, followed instantly by a yell
stump there he was much puzzled.
"Here is where it was," he said to his companions, as he of pain.
Charlie had not seen the villain who had so treacherously
brought his horse to a halt. "I am almost positive of it.
But there was a stump right over there, and I cut a chip from fired at our hero, but he shot into the bushes, just the same.
And he hit some one, too!
·
it to mark the spot."
Crack!
"I reckon you must be mistaken," retorted Cheyenne CharAnother report rang out, and a bullet whistled past the
lie. "Places look a great deal alike up here in this wild part
scout's head this time.
of ther country. It must have been further on."
Young Wild West was ready, and before the echoes had
"I don't think so," he said. "But you may be right. We
died out his rifle spoke.
will see."
There wai:j no cry, but our hero had caught a glimpse .of
They rode over the well beaten trail for perhaps a quarter
of a mile, but nothing that looked like the stump he had cu;, something moving in the bushes, and he was certain that he
had hit some one.
the chip from met the eyes of Young Wild West.
"Try it again, you sneaking cowards,!" he cried out, in a
"There is no need of going any f1uther in this direction,
boys," he said. "We will go back to the spot we first halted ringing tone. "I dare you to fire again!"
There was no answer.
at. 'l'hen I will see if that curtain that is the color of the
"I reckon ther measly coyotes have got enough!" said Cheyrock is not there. It may be that the stump was a movable
enne Charlie.
one, and that it was taken away on purpose."'
Just then the wild girl appeared on the scene.
"That's so!" exclaimed Jim. "I never thought of that."
No one saw where she had come from, but the sight of her
They turned their horses and went back, watching out carefully for the stump, and at the same time keeping their eyes was enough to stai·tle them.
"How dare you come here!" she cried out, waving- her arms
open for danger.
Th<!y were within fifty yards of the place that Wild tle- threateningly. "I am Nevada Nan, the Wild Girl of the
cla1·cd waf> where he had emerged from the cave and cut a Sierras. This land is all mine. Begone, or I will call my .
chip from the stump when suddenly Jim Dart gave an ex- slaves and have you killed!"
"Don't get excited, miss," answered Wild. "We are not
clamation of surprise and pointed off to the left.
He said not a word, but it was hardly necessary just then, going to interfere with you. If it was your slaves that fired
for as plainly as anything they had ever seen in their lives, at us just now you-had better call them off-what is left of
our friends saw the head of a huge animal that was plainly them, anyhow."
"Ha, ha, ha!" shrieked the girl.
of stone. '
Then she came running toward them.
There had been a recent cave-in of the bank, for the dirt
When within a few feet of them she stopped and looked
showed freshly, and a clump of bush~s had become dislodged,
curiously at Young Wild West.
revealing the thing to view.
"I know you," she said, in a rather gentle tone. "You
"The stone panther!" cried Spencer Payton.
"That's just what it is!" answered Wild, shaking his head know where my father is."
"What was your fatlier's name, Nevada Nan?" spoke up
,
in a matter-of-fact way.
Then they forgot all about the cave of the wild girl for Spene• Payton, stepping over eagerly.
She Tooked at him in a dazed way, and then remained silent
·
.
the time being and made for the spot.
Dart was the first to dismount and run up the bank to the for a moment.
"I don't know!" she then blurted out. "I am Nevada Nan,
stone figure that so resembled the head of an animal.
the Wild Girl of the Sierras. That is all I know. Ha, ha, ha!"
He reached out his hand and took hold of it.
She was in the act of turning to leave them, when her eyes
Then he gave an exultant cry,
We a,:e in luck!" he said. "Wild, get out that map and suddenly lighted on the stone panther.
The wild light died from her eyes instantly, and an expressee if this is not the exact spot."
·
sion of wonderment came over her face.
Wild climbed up to where he was first.
She pushed her way past them and climbed on the back
Then when he saw the half-buried stone figure he gave a
of the image.
nod of satisfaction.
Then something happened that caused our friends to- stare
"It is the stone panther, wheth~r the map states it is here
blankly at each other and utter cries of surprise.
or not," he exclaimed.
With a crashing noise the stone figure of the crouchirui:
He kicked the dirt away and felt of it to assure himself
that there was no mistake about it, ,and then drew out the panther disappeared from view, taking the wild girl with c.
A muffled shriek rang out, followed by the crashing noise
map.
Charlie and Rick kept watch while their three companions made by tons of falling dirt, and then Young Wild West and
his companions found themselves looking into a big opening
pondered over the roughly drawn sketch.
It did not take them long to easily understand that the in the ground.
"By all that's wonderful!" exclaimed Spencer Payton.
marldngs on the map designated the spot wbere they were
Just then Wild felt the ground quivering under his feet.
as the place.
"Come back here!" he shouted. "Hurry!"
The peaks and other landmarks described could be seen
They made a jump to do as he said, but Payton and U"':l
quite readily.
Wild quickly broke a dead branch from a tree that was were not quick enough, and down went a portion of the·
handy by and began digging away the dirt from the image ground, taking them with it.
A spot about twenty feet square had now caved in, and
of stone.
The ground was soft and yielding, and gave way readily. with pale faces the three who had escaped now looked at
Jim Payton followed the example he set, and in less than each other.
"Jim! Jim!" shoµted Cheyenne Charlie.
ten minutes they had removed the dirt sufficiently to see the
There was no answer.
whole figure .
"They're goners!" cried the scout. "They've been swalIt was the exact cut of a crouching panther, only about
lowed up for fair!"
three times as large.
"Don't be too sure!" said Young Wild West, who never
"Well," said Wild, "according to the Indian's story, this
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gave up until he was certain that there was not a shadow
of hope. "We will see. It may be that they did not fall very
far. Let's get on that ledge up there. Then we can see into
the hole."
He led the way to the spot indicated.
Cheyenne Charlie and Lively Rick looked as though they
were just as certain that they would never set eyes on Jan
Dart, Payton or the wild girl again as they were that they
were living.
But they were ready to do just as Wild said, for all that.
They always trusted to his judgment in frying cases.
Wild reached the ledge, and, leaning over, took a look into
the hole that had so suddenly opened.
He could see the bottom.
It was not more than twenty feet, either, but there were no
·
signs of those who had tumbled in.
Suddenly his eyes lighted on the image of the panther.
It was lying half buried in a heap of soft dirt.
Then it occurred to him that those who had fallen in must
be buried.
"Boys," said he, solemnly, "one of us has got to go down
there, and. right away, too."
"How are we goin' to git there?" asked Lively Rick, looking at our hero hopelessly.
"Fetch- a lariat-quick!"
"Oh!"
Both Rick and Charlie made for the horses.
They each got a lariat and started to return.
But when they looked up at the ledge they saw that Wild
was not there.
They thought a little strange of this, but as there was an
angle of rock a few yards from where they had left him
standing, it struck them that he might have gone around to
try and get a better view.
They got upon the ledge, and then Charlie called out:
"Here, Wild! Here's ther lariats!"
But only the echoes of their own voices came to their ears.
Again the scout called out, but the result was the same.
They walked around the angle and found that the ledge
ended abruptly there, so there was no possibility of the boy
having walked away in that direction.
Both cried out, then, despair and anxiety mingling in the
tones of their voices.
"Witd! Wild! Where are you?" shouted the scout.
"Answer, won't yer, Wild?" added Lively Rick.
"Th.is is ther worst thing I ever seen. I never wanted to
see anything happen to Young Wild West, like this. He's
fell down into that hole, jest as sure as we're standin' here."
"That's erbout the size of it, Charlie," nodded Rick. "It's
awful, ain't it?"~
"Well, there's only one thing for us to do."
"What's that?"
"One of us must go down there, jest as Wild was gettin'
ready to do."
"All right. I'll lower you down, Charlie."
"Ha, h<1,, ha!"
The two men turned as though they had received an electric shock.
Approaching the hole was Nevada Nan!
CHAPTER IX.
THE ESCAPE FROM THE UNDERGROUND PLACE.

~

When Jim Dart and Spencer Payton felt themselves going
downward they thought they were lost.
They grabbed right and left to catch something that would
stay their descent, but it was useless.
With a rush and a roar the pile of dirt struck the bottom
of tfie hole, and they were rolled over and over through a
cloud of dust, the breath nearly shaken out of their bodies.
But they had not been killed by the fall, anyhow, and no
·
·
bones were broken.
Blinded and confused, they staggered to their feet and
found they were on a solid foundation of smooth stone.
But they could not see a thing, so thick was the dust.
Suddenly they heard their names called from somewhere
above.
The voice sounded far away, but they readily recognized
it as Cheyenne Charlie's.
Jim was just going to answer, when a heavy hand was
clapped over his mouth, and he was seized in a vise-like grip.
The same thing happened to Payton, and the next instant
the pair of them were being whisked through a dark passage.
Though they struggled wildly to get out of the clutches of
their captors, it was entirely useless.
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They were as helpless as babes.
Jim and Payton were not carried more than a couple of
hundred feet.
Then they were placed on the ground and held quite gently,
while a third party approached with a blazing torch.
Dart was waiting anxiously to get a glimpse of their cap·
tors.
He was soon able to distinguish them.
They were negroes of gigantic stature.
·Then he knew that the slaves of Nevada Nan had caught
them.
But where was the girl? t
Had she been buried under the dirt when she went down
with the stone image?
The boy hardly thought this probable.
He laid the capture of Payton and himself to the girl.
The underground place they had tumbled into must connect with the cave of the queer person who called he;:self
Nevada Nan.
Jim was in hopes that he would get a chance to let out a
yell to let Wild know they were alive, but he was disappointed,
for the black who came up with the torch very quickly gagged
them.
Then, assisted by the other two, he bound the captives hand
and foot.
All this was done in silence, nothing being · heard but the
soft footfalls of the mutes.
The torch was stuck in a crevice in the rocky side of the
passage, and then the three giants went back to the place
where they had captured our two friends, leaving them to
themselves.
They could not talk, but they made the best they could of
it by looking around.
Payton was pretty badly frightened, but Jim Dart was tak•
ing it cool.
He had an idea that when the wild girl appeared and gave
him a chance to talk he could play the same tactics as Wild
had done.
He took a look a-round in the dimly-lighted place as far as
he could, and saw that the passage, which was at least twentyfive feet in width, went right on nearly straight from the spot
where the cave-in occurred.
. It was over ten feet to the ceiling, or roof, as it mi1Zht more
properly be called, and was quite regular, as though it had
been formed by the hand of man.
Jim got to doing a lot of thinking then.
It occurred to him that they had really found the ruins of
an ancient city of the Aztecs, and he also thought that the
Wild Girl of the Sierras knew all about it.
"She might be putting it on that she's crazy," he thought,
"just to throw people off from finding the treasure that is
now supposed to be .stored here. Well, I don't like this idea
of being bound and gag~ed much, but I suppose I will have
to put up with it and wait for something to turn up."
"Jim's meditations were suddenly cut short by hearing foot.
steps approaching through the darkness.
The blacks were coming back again.
A minute later they appeared, and in the dim light thrown
out by the smoky torch he saw that one of them carried a
burden on his shoulder.
At first · Dart thought it was the wild girl, but a second
glance told him better.
It was a male figure.
The instant the burden was placed on the ground he saw
·
who it was.
It was Young Wild West.
Bound and gagged, our hero was placed beside the other
two captives, and then the three blacks went back again.
Jim now made frantic efforts to slip his bonds.
Much to his satisfaction, he felt them give.
His wrists were large, and he felt that he could get them
free.
He pulled and tugged, and the next moment he pulled his
right hand free.
The other came loose, as a matter of course.
Then he ripped the gag from his mouth and untied his
ankles, saying in a whisper as he did so:
"Boys, I am loose! Now, just wait a second, and we will
·
be all right."
He started right in on Wild, and soon had his hands free.
Then he performed a like service for Payton.
Their belts containing their revolvers and knives had been
thrown in a heap on ,the hard stone floor, and Jim quickly
got them.
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By the time he had buckled his own around him his 'companions had finished liberating themselves.
"I guess we are all right, after all," said Wild in a whisper.
"I took a slide down into the pit when I wasn't expecting it,
but I am glad I did now."
"Where are Charlie and Lively Rick?" asked Payton.
"Up above," was the reply. "I suppose they will be much
alarmed when they find that I have disappeared, too."
"Why, didn't they see you when you slid down?" questioned
Jim Dart.
"No. I sent them to get a lariat from the horses, and they
had not much more t'han started when I felt a portion of ,the
iledge I was standing on g-ive way, and down I came into
•the pit as though I was descending a steep hill on a sled.
Though startled somewhat, I was not much frightened. But
just as I got upon my feet in the midst of a cloud of dust I
was seized and overpowered, and then bound and gagged aIIJi
brought here. It seemed to be but a few seconds from thl! ·
1
'
t ime,! slipped and was brought he1·e."
"Where do you think we are?" asked Payton.
"Why, in part of the ruins of the ancient city, of course."
"And the Wild Girl of the Sierras?"
"She is somewhere around here. She probably knows .all
about this place. • If that wasn't the case, why would her
'three big black men be here?"
"Then you don't think she was buried in the dirt when the
stone panther went down· with her?"
"No. We were not buried, were we? · She stood a better
· chance than you fellows did, for she was right on top of the
'image when it went down."
"Yes, but it seemed to drop right down straight."
"But it didn't, though, no more than the rest of us did. It
came down a steep descent that is almost as smooth as glass."
"Well, that is the way we· come, when I think of it," ad1mitted Jim Dart.
Before anything further could be said they heard the blacks
•
coming back.
"We must get away from here," said Wild.
"Which way?" asked Jim.
"Straight ahead. There is :no use trying to get up out of
he:re by the way we came down. Come on!"
The three started softly through the passage, leaving the
torch where it had been placed by the· blacks.
They knew the mutes were about to receive a surprise that
would set them to worrying .
Feeling his way along, Wild led the way until they had
covered probably a hundred feet.
Then he found that the passage ran upward in quite a steep
incline.
APcl it narrow"d down, too, ·so ,1;hey could almost reach out
a.nd touch the sides.
They had just gone up a few yards when they heard the
quick patter of footsteps behind them.
The three blacks had .iiscovered their escape and were
after them.
Young Wild West did not want to shoot the giants.
But he was resolved to get out of the underground place at
all hnzards.
"Hurry!" he whispered, and then he quickened his pace.
Up the ascent they ran, and then they suddenly saw a faint
light.
That it was the opening they felt certain.
As sorm as they could see for a certainty that there were
no pitfalls before them they shot forward as fast as they
could go.
Wild reached the passage two seconds later a.'1d found himself standing in a sort of pit that was probably twelve feet
in depth.
There was a rope ladder hanging from above, and he saw
it the first thing.
Catching Spencer Payton by the arm, he made him go up
as fast as he could.
Then Wild made Jim follow.
He was like the captain who wanted to be the last to leave
his ship.
Dar,;'s feet were no sooner out of the way than he . started
after him.
He knew he had not an instant to spare, for he could see
the approaching forms of the blacks now.
They waved their hands wildly, but did nQt attempt to i,se
a weapon on him.
Each of them carried a long-bladed knife in his belt, but
neither of them did so riluch as draw them.
Firea1ms they did not have.
But our hero was not aware of this fjict.

He wanted to get out of their reach as quickly as he could.
As he ran up the rope ladder and reached the top of the
ground that surrounded the pit, he seized the ladder and attempted to pull it up after him.
But at that very instant the foremost black caught ho!d of
it and placed his foot on one of the lower rungs.
Zip! Zip!
Jim Dart was thoughtful enough to whip out his knife and
sever the two ropes that held the ladder to a stake that was
·
driven in the ground.
Thu~
They heard the sound of a heavy body falling.
The giant mute had taken a tumble.
Wild gla11ced around him, and found they were in a cave.
The next minute Wild had pushed the curtain aside, and
they stepped out into the open air.
At that instant they heard a scream.
Then they saw Nevada Nan l'Ushing toward them with two
men in pursuit.
The two men were Cheyenne Charlie and Ljvely Rick.
"Hello, boys!" called out Young Wild West. "What is the
trouble?"
"You fiends! You fiends!" shouted the wild girl, coming
from the cave. "You shall all die for this."
She stamped her foot on the ground and waved her hands
wildly over her head.
But he. faithful slaves did not come.
"Calm yourself," said Wild, walking leisurely up to her.
"There is no need of your acting this way. What is the
matter with :you, anyway, Nevada Nan? Calm yourself, and
.
we will help you find your father."
As the last words left his lips the girl turned as pale as
death and dropped upon her knees.
"Oh, oh, my head]" she cried, feebly. "What is the matter
with me? Papa! Oh, papa! Where are you?"
Wild stepped to her side, and taking her tenderly by the
arms, lifted her to her feet and led her into the cave.
She did not try to prevent him, nor did she utter a word.
Jim held the curtains aside for him, and noticing a rud~
couch that was made of the sldns of wild animals near the
entrance, he Jet her down upon it as gently as a mother could
have done it.
The cats living in the cave immediately swar;ned tow~rd
their mistress, and, leaving the girl to them, Wild left the
cave.
"That girl has lost her reason," he said to his companions.
"If it could only be restored to her we would learn a whole
lot, I am thinking."
CHAPTER X.
WALL AND GILDERSLEEVE.

The horse dealer and the two gamblers were very glad to
get off so easily, and when they reached their horses they
mounted and· rode back over the trail a full mile.
Then, at the suggestion of Wall, they halted and picked out
a place to camp for the night.
Pete Dougherty worked away in silence and soon got a
·
good fire going.
Then he· produced some of the food they had brought with
them and proceeded to eat.
The others joined in with him and talked away, while
Dougherty remained silent.
It was not until he had finished the rather frugal repast and
was lighting his pipe that he said anything.
Then he looked at his companions thoug-htfully, and said:
''Boys, let's go back to Carson City in ther mornin'."
"Not much!" cried Gildersleeve. "I ain't goin' back there
· ·
till I git square on Young Wild West."
"Same here!" exclaimed Wall. "What's ther matter with
yer, Pete?"
"Nothin', only I'm satisfied that one of us will die suddenlike if we bother them fellers ag'in, an' it runs in m,y head
that it might be me."
"You talk like a fool!" said the horse dealer, with a sneer.
"Be a man, can't yer?"
"I'll stick to you fellers, don't won-y about that," was the
quick rejoinder. "I wouldn't sneak away from yer, not if I
knowe<l I was goin' to die by stayin'. I'll be a man, all
right, but I'm bound to Jet my thoughts out ter yer."
The two men laughed, and Dougherty relapsed into silence
and puffed away at his pipe.
Pretty soon they rolled themselves in their blankets, after
putting a couple of logs on the fire to keep it going, and
turned in.
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his companion's handkerchief and proceeded to bind up the
wound.
"It didn't touch ther bone, did it?" queried the horse dealer,
e.agerly.
"I reckon not," was the reply. "If it did, it didn't break
it. You'll be all right in a few days, if nothin' else sets in.''
"Jerry, let's git back to Garson City."
"Good! I reckon we've had enough."
"But how about poor Pete? His body lays back there, you
know."
"It's too bad; but I ain't goin' back to bury it."
"No, not now. But mebbe them fellers will go away putty
soon. Then we might do it. I'm a putty bad man, but I hate
to leave ther body of a friend lyin' on top of ther ground."
"Well, if you think we kin take ther risk I'm willin' to go
back by an' by an' see what we kin do."
"I think we'd better."
They dismounted and sat down to rest for half an hour.
Then they got up, and Gildersleeve proposed th?-t they go,
··
·
back and take a look around.
When they got close enough to where Dougherty had rallen
they proceeded with more caution than they had done at first .
They soon came in sight of the remains of t'.-1e dead gambler.
The body lay as they had left it.
Wall crept forward and took a look at the place where they
had last seen our friends.
There was not a soul to be seen.
Things looked so different there that the 4r&mbler gave a
start of surprise.
The place where Young Wild West and his friends had been
standing when the shots were exchanged had vanished, andl
a big hole was there.
Wall whispered to his compani<tn to come over.
The horse dealer shook his head.
"Looks as though there's been a landslide, or somethin',"'
he answered.
"Yes, an' ther chances are that it buried them fellers."
"By Jove, I believe you're right!" exclaimed Gildersleeve.
"I jest hope it has been that way."
They crouched there watching for fully five minutes.
.
But not a soul did they see.
Then they became a little bolder, and arose to their feet.
1
"We'll bury poor Pete, an' \ then we'll take a walk aroun'
there an' see what has happened," observed Wall.
"Yes, but where are we goin' to do ther buryin'? I can't
do much diggin' with only one hand, you know."
"We'll find a hole, mebbe."
They looked around, and soon found a sort of crevice that
would answer the purpose.
Then they relieved the corpse of the money and other things
,
of value that were on it and dragged it over.
The body was deposited into the crevice, and it dropped!
down out of sight.
"I reckon that will do," observed Wall. "Poor Pete! That's
the last we will see of him."
After taking another look around the two villains went backi
to their horses.
They mounted and followed"the trail right to the spot where
our friends had last been seen.
1
"They either fell into that hole when ther cave-in took place,!
twinge'
a
as
wincing
or they've gone on," said Gildersleeve,
of nain shot through his wounded arm.
"That's what's ther matter," replied Wall. "What's ther
matter? Does yer arm hurt?"
"Yes."
"I guess we'd better put somethin' on it, then."
Both took some tobacco into their mouths and quickly_
.
worked it into the proper consistency.
Then the bandage was re~oved, and Wall proceeded to dress
the wound.
He had just finished doing it, when, turning at a noise behind him, he saw the two giant blacks they had observed in:
·
Carson City approaching them.
"Hello!" cried Jerry. "Where did you fellers come from?"
There was no reply, as a matter of course.
The mutes walked right up to them, and theh, without the1
,
~~~~
·
warning, grabbed hold of them.
least
"Sartin I will," was the reply. "It's too bad things worked
ther way they did, ain't it?"
CHAPT"'"" XI
"Well, it f'as jest as poor Pete said, after all, wasn't it?"
·
-"~'-•
"Yes, it turned out that way."
T_HE GOLD IN THE CAVERN.
They came to a halt, and Gildersleeve quickly bared his 3.1?11·
When Young Wild West walked out of the cave, after leav~twas only a flesh wound he had received, but 1t was quite
ing Nevada Nitn reclining on the couch, he t ook a good lookJ
pamful and was bleeclingly.profu sely.
"Ther bullet went rig-ht on throu.ch," said Wall, as he took around the front of it.

·
They felt that they had no need of keeping a watch.
. The fire would keep the wild animals away, and it was not
hkely that they would be bothered by anything human.
And they were not.
Pete Dougherty was the first one to get up in the morning.
He had not slept very well, and he seemed to be glad when
the sun showed itself in the east.
He g:ot the fire going, and then started in to cook breakfast
and boil some coffee to wash it down.
~hen it was ready he roused his companions.
lodu got up early, I reckon," observed Gildersleeve as he
'
w~, e ,?ver ~o the little brook that was close by.
,7es, rephed DoughE:rty. "I couldn't sleep very well."
:Well, ~fter Young :Wild West is out of ther way you'll feel
easier, _an then you kin sleep all right."
"I might."
":Well,_ I know_ you will. You've got it in your head that
he is gomg to_ kii1 _o~e of us. But jest put it the other way,
fur one of us IS gom to kill him an' that before many hours '
'
,
too."
The three ate their mornin~ meal and then Gildersleeve
'.
pro~eeded to saddle his horse.
.,~ all and Dougherty followed his example, and a few
n:imutes later they were mounted .and riding off in the direction of the camp of Young Wild West and his ,friends.
They rode a1ong rather cautiously, and s6on came in sight
of the spot where they had been captured the night before.
,
There was no one there now.
''.They've g~ne, boys!" said Gildersleeve. "Come! We must
~tct~" up to . em! Remember, Young Wild West must go
f irs .
.
"That's right!" answered Wall.
They follo:ved the ~ath in single file until presently they
reached ~he httle clearmg in front of the cave of the wild girl
Then it was that they caught sight of our friends as they
were clustered about the stone panther.
:;,-t a word from the h~rse dealer they all dismounted.
Now, ~' recko_n we _kin do ther business," the villain reWe kin do it up brown, too, for they seem to be
'.!11arked.
mterested so. much that they won't notice us. Let's git as
close as we km, now."
Leaving t~eir horses behind a thick clump of bushes they
began crawlmg along-_ the edge of the clearing in order to get
to ..a ~o?d place to fire upon the unsuspectinJ? five.
"Who s. ther 1?est shot of us three?" asked Gildersleeve.
Pete is a first-class shot with a rifle" answered Jerry
'
.
.
Wall.
"Well, I'm putt); good myself. I reckon I'll take ther first
sJ:iot at Y,oung Wild West. Watch me drop him now! I've
hit a bull s-eye at that distance more than once."
He knelt down behind a bush and fired.
The result of the shot is already known to the reader. ·
But the echoes of the report had scarcely died out when an
answering shot came, and Gildersleeve got a bullet in his arm
"l:ll fix ther feller who hit you, pard," said Wall, and the~
he fired.
. At that very instant Pete Dougherty started to crawl away
.
m the bushes.
It was tJ:>e last move he ever made.
It so _happened that he was the one Young Wild West
caught.sight of, and when the report rang out Dougherty fell
over without so much as a groan escaping his lips.
His prese.itiment had come true.
With a pale face, Jerry Wall scampered off for the horses.
He had seen his gambling partner go under, and that was
enough for him.
Gildefsleeve got upon his feet and hastened after him and
luckily for the two villains, Young Wild West and his 'companions did not catch a glimpse of them.
When they reached ~he ·horses Wall assisted his companion
to mount, and then, without a word, they rode off, taking a
deer path that led to the north.
When about a mile had been covered the ho::se dealer began
·
to groan from the_pain his wound caused- him.
"Stop an' tie it up for me, Wall, won't yer?" he asked
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Wild took her gently by the arm and led her to a nearby
The stump he had cut a chip from the night before was still
among the missing, and then he saw how easily they had been bench.
As she sat down one of the many cats in the cave jumped
.
deceived at first.
Cheyenne Charlie and Lively Rick were so delighted at find- ,upon her lap.
She began stroking the animal, and while she was thus ening their companions alive and unhurt that they had done
gaged our hero took a good look at her.
little but to dance around and show their pleasure.
Suddenly he noticed a deep scar just back of her left temple.
But suddenly the wild girl came to herself again.·
'.'You. w~re badly hurt some time ago, Nevada Nan," he
She came out of the cave in a state of great excitement.
"Where are my slaves?" she demanded, facing Wild and said, pomtmg to the scar.
"Me? 0!1, no!" she answered quickly. "I have had that
looking at him eagerly.
"In the pit, where you were going to put me last night," he scar ever smce I ~an remembe~. I wa& never hurt. I have
always lived here m the !IlO~mtams_, and my ~hree black sla".es
answered. "Don't get excited, Nevada Nan."
have always dorte my b1ddmg. I am all right, Young Wild
She understood him, and back into the cave she went.
"C<.1:ne!" exclaimed our hero. "Let us go in. We will have West, I know no one, and do not want to know any one."
"But you know me now, don't you?"
to tame these three giants so we may as well do it first as
"Yes, pretty well," she answered, after a slight pause. ;;You
'
last."
would not do anything wrong; I know that much of you.
lnside.
walked
five
the
and
aside,
pushed
was
The curtain
"You say that we can have some of the gold that is in the
They . saw the girl in the rear of the cave, leaning over the ruins of the a ncient city. Will you go with us to get it?" .
pit.
the
of
edge
As Wild asked her this question he looked at her steadily
Wild quickly ran to her side.
for a full minute.
Nevada
us,
with
interfere
to
not
men
your
tell
must
"You
She :returned the gaze without flinching, and then answered:
Nan," he said. "I will help you to get them up here."
·
"Yes, I will go with you."
ladrope
the
of
end
the
threw
blacks
the
of
one
then
Just
T'· en Nevada Nan arose.
der up.
"Come!" she said.
Wild caught ·it very neatly, and before the wild girl was
At this moment Jim Dart, who had been peeping from the
the
to
it
tie
to
proceeded
he
doing,
was
aware of what he
entrance of the cave, came hurriedly over to Wild.
stake.
"Two of the villains who fired on us this morning are up
part.
his
on
move
this
saw
she
when
Her eyes Qllimed wide
there on the hill," he said. "They are the horse dealer and
Then her f ~ softened.
one of the gamblers."
Young Wild West stepped back as the foremost of the giant
Wild followed him to the curtain, and Nevada Nan went
him.
negroes leaped out and stood before
along.
with
boy
the
at
flew
he
and
rage,
The mute was in a great
All .three took a look at the men.
the savageness of a grizzly.
"They are not your friends ? " said the girl, questioningly.
Wild jumped out of his reach, and then, thrusting out his
"No," reto1ted Jjm. "They tried to kill us."
foot, tripped him up.
"I will have my slaves make prisoners of them, then."
The black fell heavily just as the second one gpt out of the
She went to the rear of the cave and made some motions
hole.
to the three giant blacks. '
Our hero did not' give him a chance at all, but lowering his
They nodded and followed her to the entrance.
head, he darted between his legs, catching him by the ankles
Then she picked out t wo of them and pointed to the two
as he did so.
men and gave them to understand that they must be caught
There was a quick movement, and then over ·went the fel- and brought to the cave.
low, landing squarely upon the other, who was in the act of
They seized the rascals, as has been told.
getting up.
Jerry Wall and Gildersleeve were but infants in the hands
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart quickly stepped over and of the negroes, and though they struggled frantica~y to get
leveled their revolvers at the heads of the fallen giants.
free, they were brought straight into the cave.
The othe1· one came up, but did not get off the ladder wne11
Nevada Nan nodded in the direction of Young Wild West,
he saw what was going on.
and the blacks placed the captives on the ground before him.
"So we meet again, do we?" asked our hero, calmly . ."I told
Then Nevada Nan made some queel' motions to him, some
of which plainly meant that our friends were not to be inter- you fellows never to show up around here again, didn't I ? "
"Vve didn't mean no harn1," answered the horse dealer, in a
fered with any longer.
wheedling tone.
rru!·ning to Wiler, she said:
·"No, of course you didn't when you shot at us about an
"l am Nevada Nan, the Wild Girl of the Sierras, but you
and your friends shall not b'e harmed. You can stay here as hour ago," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "You fellows "nre
hogs, 'cause you don't know when you have got enough. You
long as you like."
oughter be skinned alive, you measly coyotes!"
"Thank you, miss!" retorted our hero, bowing to her.
'.'Don't kill us!" pleaded J erry Wall, who was as pale as a
The girl then walked over to the two men on the ground
under covel' of the revolvers of Charlie and Jim, and made a sheet. "If you let us go we will strte right out fur Carson
City an' never show up aroun' h ere ag in."
few signs to them.
"I don't believe you. You have lied once, and I don't mean
Our friends could readily understand what she conveyed to
them, so they stepped aside and allowed the two big blacks to that will happen again. Where is the other fellow?"
"He's dead. You shot him."
get up.
"Ah!"
Nevada Nan appeared to be quite rational now.
"He didn't want to come back, either," added Gildersleeve .
. "What did you say your name was?" she asked, looking
"He said that he had a presentiment that one of us would get
·
rather timidlv at our hero.
dropped if we did come back."
"Young \Vild West," he answered.
"And the presentiment came true, then?" observed Spencer
"Oh, yes! What did you come here to the mountains for?"
Payton.
"For two purposes."
"Yes, poor Pete got it."
"Two -purposes? "
"Tie them u-p!" exclaimed Wild. "I have not decided what
"Yes."
•
we will do with them yet."
"Wirt you tell them to me?"
Nevada Nan made the mutes understand what was required
"Yes; one was to find the ruins of an ancient city, the entrance of which was marked, by a big stone statue of a crouch- of them, and they quickly bound the villains hand and foot.
Gildersleeve let out a yell ior help when he was dragged
ing panther, and the other was to find a man by the name of
·
over into a corner and dropped in a heap.
.Tohn Payton, if he is yet alive."
"Holler away, you coward!" said Lively Rick. "That jest
A look of bewilderment came over the face of the wild girl.
"John Payton," she murmured, half to herself. "I-I-oh! shows ther kind of stuff you're made of."
"You've got to die!" shouted Nevada Nan, darting toward
I have heard that name. But my head hurts me. It hmts me
so I cannot think. Ah! I am Nevada Nan, the Wild Girl of them like a tigress. "You came here to kill, so you shall be
the Sierras! I own the mountains and the valleys. All is killed! Do you hear what I say? I'm Nevada Nan, the Wild
mine. No one dares to tread the earth unless I give them Girl of the Sierras, and my word is law!"
"She has got one of her spells again," whispered Jim Dart.
permission. You have my permission, Young Wild West.
"Yes," answered Wild, as he took the girl gently by the
You and your friends can go to the ruined city and get the
gold that is there. Nevada Nan says so, and her word is arm. "Come, Nevada Nan. We will attend to these bad men
.a little later. Take us to the pla~ you promised to."
.
law!"
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"Have you ever seen the slaves looking at books?"
"Oh, yes."
"Well, we will go back to the cave and have a talk. Then
we will see about this gold. Leave it where it is, boys. It
will keep, I guess."
They seemed reluctant to leave it, but no one raise~ a~y
objections, so they walked back through the cavern, Wild m
the lead, with Nevada Nan at his side.
Back to the cave they went, finding the three giant negroes
watching the prb,oners, while · the cats ran and played about
at their feet.
,
"d
"Ain't you goin' to let us go, Young Wild West?' sa1
Gildersleeve, pleadingly.
•
"Yes," exclaimed Wild, who thought it. would be a good .
idea to let, the villains go, so they would not know anything
of what they had found in the cavern below.
Our hero's companions looked at him in surprise.
"We can't lynch them very handy," he told them. "So
what is the use of keeping them. Let them go back to Carson City."
"Just as you say," answered Payton.
"Tell the slaves that you don't want them to watch the
prisoners any longer," said Wild to Nevada Nan.
She obeyed quickly enough, and the blacks promptly started
to retire.
.
But Wild picked out the most intelligent lookm~_one of t~e
three and then went through the motion of wr1tmg on his
hand.
The black nodded, almost eagerly, too.
.
"Cut those fellows loose and if they don't get out of s1~ht
in five minutes, shoot the~," Young Wild West said, turnmg
to his friends .
Jim Dart took his knife from his belt and soon had the
captives free.
'l.'hey almost ran out of the cave in their eagerness to get
away.
Wild now got a piece of paper and a pencil, and wrote on
the paper:
"Do you understand this?"
.
The black looked at the writing and shook his head in the
negative.
Nevada Nan stood watching them as though in a dream.
Suddenly she threw un her arms, and before any one could
catch her she fell to the floor in a swoon.
The black sprang forward, and picking her up as_tl:iougli
she had been an infant, placed her tenderly on a couch.
"Water!" said Wild, making motidns as though he was
bathing the girl's face.
The black understood, and he soon brought a basin full
of pure spring water.
Then the work of reviving the girl began.
In a little while she came to.
_
"Oh, oh!" she exclaimed, feebly. "Where are you, father?
Oh, what has happened?"
Then much to our hero's surprise, he saw that the wound
CHAPTER XII.
on the 'side of her head was bleeding.
"Lie quiet, miss," he said to hel·. "You are with friends."
CONCLUSION .
A shudder passed through her body.
"They killed my father!" she groaned. "They hit me, tool
Our friends gazed at the pile of golden coins in amazement.
Oh, the horrible black men! Drive them away!"
Nevada Nan watched them in silence.
To her the sight was nothing out of the ordinary.
Wild raised his hand for silence.
"How long since you found this, Nevada Nan?" vVild asked
He realized that the girl's . reason had been suddenly re~
turning to her.
' stored to her.
"A long time ago," she answered. "Years and years ago."
"Keep your eyes on the blacks," he said to Cheyenne Char"But it can't be many years. You are very young. Was it lie.
here when you were a little child?"
Then, he sat at the side of the girl, and in the course of
He was trying to draw her out and make }ier think of her half an h'our the following was revealed to them from her:
past. ·
She had been living in a cabin in a secluded part of the
"Child!" she echoed, looking at him in a vague way. "I mountain-side with her father, who was a recluse.
never was a child. I have seen children, though-a few of
His name was John Payton, she said, and her name was
them. · I have always been like I -am now."
"'l'ry and thiuk. See if you can't remember when you were Minna.
Three giant negroes had appeared at the cabin one dark
a child," he urged.
"I cannot think. I am Nevada Nan, the Wild Girl of the night, and had slain her father before her eyes and then
struck her down as she was in the act of shooting them.
Sierras."
That was all she knew.
"\Vhat are the names of your slaves?"
"We must capture those blacks and make them prisoners,
"I do not know."
.
1
for they are murderers," .said Wild.
"Can they read or write?'''
"I don't know. 1 can't. I'm sure of that."
The giants seemed to understand what was going on, for
"Have you any books in your cave?
they went back in .the cave and drew knives, as though to
"Yes, vlenty of them."
fiirht.

'.'Oh, all right, Young Wild West! Come! We will go to the
rum~ of the ancient city. C0me!"
With the nimbleness that rivaled any of the numerous cats,
she i-an over to the opening into which hung the rope ladder.
She made motions to the three gmnt negroes that meant
that they should stay there and keep watch on the prisoners,
and then down the ladder she went.
Young Wild West was the one to follow her, and then came
the rest of our friends.
When they all got fo the bottom of the pit the wild girl
picked up a torch that ,vas standi,ng 11gainst a pointed rock,
and exclaimed:
"Light this, so ,ve may see the way."
Wild struck a match and applied it to the end of the torch
in a jiffy.
Then the girl took it from his hand.
Withl- Jt a word she started along the passage, and soon
they were at the spot where the cave-in had occurred.
She shook her head sadly as she looked up at the sky that
shone through the opening.
"The secret will soon be found now, so you may as well
take all the gold there is there," she said, in a dismal tone of
voice. "I do not want it."
Then for the first time Wild saw that there was a vast
cavern off to the left.
There had been so much dust in the place when he took hi!!
impromptu tumble into it that he had been unable to see anything.
But now he could see huge blocks and columns of stone
lying around in disorder.
Here and there a fancy-shaped urn or drinking vessel could
be discerned still in a ·good state of preservation.
,
. Y~ung Wild West and his companions followed the wild
girl mto the depths of the cavern in silence.
They proceeded on for perhaps two hundred yards, and
there was no light to show them the way but the torch the
girl carried.
.
Half a minute latei- she halted before a huge block of stone
th~t was hollowed out in the shape of a drinking trough for
ammals.
"There!" she exclaimed, pointing into it. "There is money
for you-money that has been lying there for hundreds of
years undisturbed. Who put it thera Nevada Nan does not
know. But it is all yours, Young Wild West."
Our friends rubbed their eyes when they looked into the
hollow block of stone.
They could scarcely believe that they were not dreaming.
It was money, sure enough! It was thousands and thousands of dollars of Spanish gold pieces that they were looking at!
"Boys," said Young Wild West, "that is some of the gold
the Spaniards brought with them when they came over to
conquer Mexico. It was no doubt brought here by some of
Montezm:na's people when they fled to the north."
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Young Wild West leveled his revolver at them and motioned to them to hold up their hands.
One of them obeyed.
The other two made a rush for the couch, their knives
ready to be plunged into the heart of Nevada Nan.
Crack I CracR !
It was Cheyenne Charlie and Lively Rick who fired.
Down went the two black demons, their life-blood welling
from their breasts.
The remaining one submitted to being bound, and was soon
placed so it would be impossible for him to get away.
When the excirement had subsided and the bodies of the
two slain blacks had been removed, Wild suggested that they
get the gold that was in the cavern.
Some stout leather sacks were found in the cave, and all
but our hero went down into the cavern and brought out the
Spanish gold pieces.
Nevada Nan, or Minna Payton, as she said her name was,
had fallen in a deep sleep, and our hero was satisfied that she
would be all right when she awoke,
He had bandaged the bleeding wound about her head, and
she appeared to be quite easy.
It was well along toward afternoon when the girl awoke.
When she did so her mind was as clear as a bell.
But she did not seem to know our frienqs, nor did she act
as though she had ever seen the swarm of cats that kept close
to her.
Then _Wild gently told her what had happened, and how
they had found her, also introducing Spencer Payton to her
as her uncle from the East.
The girl bore it bravely.
Reared in the mountains, as she had been, she was possessed of a · stout heart, so she did not break down and go
into hysterics.
It was not until the next morning that our friends set out
for Carson City.
They took Nevada Nan with them, of course·.
The girl gladly accepted her uncle's invitation to return
to the East with him and become a member of his household.
How long it had been . since the murder of her father she
could not tell, but when they reached Carson City they found
out all about it.
The black giant was locked up in a jail, and so it happened that a Moor was imprisoned in the next cell to him.
, Young Wild West was mt?-ch astonished when the jailer
sent word to him that the black had confessed all about the
crime.
He went to the jail, accompanied by Spencer Payton, as
I' not more than two would be admitted to see a prisoner.
The.1;1 he learned that the big black was not a mute, after

all.

The girl had a fondness for cats, and having a great many
at the cabin, she had brought them to the cave.
As the blacks had burned the cabin after murdering the
recluse, they had been living in the cave up to the time our
friends found them there.
It was a remarkable story, but Wild did not think it advisable to give it out to the public jul!t then.
Just why Minna Payton had given herself the name of Nevada Nan, and called herself t~1e Wild Girl of the Sierras, is
1
hard to tell.
•
She had come to the outskirts of Carson City several times
to look at people, and she very readily got to understand that
she was not like them.
But when Young Wild West and his friends came upon
her it marked a turning-point in her life.
Her mind began to strain from the first time she met the
dashing Young Prince of the Saddle.
And when the wound that had healed over and remained
so for many months broke out afresh her mind was restored.
Young Wild West and his friends remained at Carson City
-for over a week.
During that time the giant black was tried, convicted and
hanged.
The day before they left, Wild and his partners to return
to Weston, and Spencer Payton and Nevada Nan to go to
Philadelphia, our hero met Jerry Wall and Gildersleeve.
They were in the barroom of the hotel when he went in to
ask the landlord for the amount of his bill.
The two villains turned pale when they saw him, for,
though they had been in town ever since they were told to get
back there, they had managed to avoid Young Wild West till
now.
"How are you, gentlemen?" asked Wild, smiling at them in
his free and easy way. "You got back from your trip through
the mountains, I see."
"Yes, we came as soon as we could after you told us to,"
answered Wall, rather sheepishly.
"I am glad you did, gentlemen. You might have st~yed
there forever, if you hadn't."
"We knowed enough for that," spoke up the horse dealer.
"Poor Pete Dougherty is there, and I reckon he'll stay there
till doomsday."
"Quite likely. Well, if you've made up your minds to
be good citizens I'll forgive you for trying to drop me up
there on the mountains."
Gildersleeve, who had his arm in a sling, bowed, and retorted:
"Thank you, Young Wild · West. I reckon ~m a better
man now than I ever was."
"Me, tool" chimed in Jerry Wall.
That was the last our hero ever saw of the two men, but he
doubted if they ever reformed.
When Young Wild West and his partners parted company
With Nevada Nan and -her uncle, each had an equal share of
the gold that had been taken from the cavern.
A month or two later they heard that there had been a·
great cave-in at the spot where th.e stone panther had been,
so that ended the cave.

But he could not talk or understand English, and was deaf.
The story he had told the Moor was that he and his two
companions were s!,aves who had escaped from Arabia.
· They had drifted around the world, until at last they came
to California on a sailing vessel.
They had been unable to get work on account of their
ignorance of the ways of the country, and so had taken to
the mountains, where they lived like wild men for several
months.
One night about a year before the opening of our story
Next week 's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
they had come across the cabin of John Payton.
IN THE BAD LANDS; OR, HEMMED I~ BY REDThen in a spirit of temporary madness-as he claimedSKINS."
they had murdered the recluse and badly wounded his daughtet, who came to with a mind that was bland.
They made themselves slaves to her, and obeyed her slightest wish.
0
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CURRENT NEWS
A small twister visited the ranch of Fred Christensen, at Gillette, Wyo., a few days ago. Mr. Christensen was making a few; repairs on his shearing
pens when he was picked up and carried fifty yards
and thrown violently to the ground. He recovered
consciousness a half hour later. Neighbors saw
the cyclone but were not molested by it.

An illicit still concealed in the cellar of a barn
on Joe Siegrist's ranch at Freshwater Bay, twelve
miles from Port Angels, Wash., was raided the
other day QY P. B. Kearney, Deputy United States
Internal Revenue Collector, assisted by State officers. The officers seized complete equipment for
the still and a quantity of freshly made corn whisky. Before entering, the officers discovered and
disconnected wires fixed to discharge a· rifle protecting the trap door leading to the underground
distillery. Siegrist was brought to Port Angels at
night and arraigned before United States Commissioner James Stewart, who remanded him to the
Federal Grand Jury.

A romantic courtship ended in the marriage at
Marlington, W. Va., of Miss Dorothy Williams of
that city and Leon Earl Passmore of Mount Morris, N. Y. A few weeks ago Miss Williams wrote
her name on a railroad car standing on a side track
there. The car chanced to pass through Rochester, N. Y., ·where Passmore was employed. He
Undisturbed by the failure of three large wreckwrote a letter to Miss Williams. . A courtship by
ing companies to reclaim the stranded steamer
mail resulted in the marriage.
Sesostris, formerly of the Kosmos line, t~e British
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gillespie, who reside near salvage tug Pilot will leave San Diego, Cal., shortly
La Rue, 0., were attracted to the barn by the for Ocos, Guatemala, in an effort to salvage the vesscreams of their two-year-old son, Lewis, and Tush- sel, which has been high and dry for nearly fouring to the place they found a fierce fight taking teen years. While loading coffee for Hamburg, Oct.
place between a large hog and their favorite collie. 8, 1902, the Sesostris slipped her moorings and
Close by laid the prostrate form of the lad, who drifted onto the beach. The steamer, which is of
had been attacked by the enraged hog, and but for 7,000 tons gross register, 400 feet long, was last
the immediate interference of the dog no doubt reported lying in a small basin 100 feet from the
would have been killed. As it was, he suffered water and surrounded by high banks of sand. The
hull and engines are said to be in go.i condition.
five ugly gashes.
·Shipping men said that with the present high cost
Two "dream burglars" rifled the house of Mrs. of tonnage the ship could be sold for $1,000,000.
Josephine Robison of No. 2400 Howard Street,
To encour'1ge the spirit of saving among employKansas City, Mo., recently. They did so in fact,
according to a report made shortly afterward by ees, Charles B. Whittelsey, president of the H3irtMrs. Robison to the police. "The burglars came ford factory of the United States Tire Company,
just as I had dreamed they would a week before," has written to those of his workers who are with
Mrs. Robison said, "and I lay awake and watched Uncle Sam's forces on the border and who left bethem do everything I had seen them do in my dream. hind dependents, suggesting that their wages every
I knew what was coming, before they did it, but I alternate week be deposited in a savings bank, rathwas so frightened I could not make an outcry." Mrs. er than the entire amount being paid weekly to
Robison described the hurglars as young men, one their dependents. As was announced some weeks
about twenty and the other twenty-two years old. ago, the Unite.d States Rubber Company and its
subsidiaries, which include the Hartford Company,
Women police of London are making good ac- are allowing full pay to all employees answering
cording to the chief officer of the woman's police the call to arms, as well as holding open their po. force. They are employed in munition factories sitions until their return. It consequently followed
very largely to search the ingoing and outgoing that, while the pay went on as usual, the men en:
women workers for contraband, keep order in listing shifted the responsibility of providing for
trains, to inspect passports and to patrol the lanes their own needs over to the Government. Hence
and yards. They get $10 weekly, with railway the suggestion for savings. That Mr. Whittefoey's
fares; sergeants receive $11 and inspectors $12. idea has met with favor is indicated by the numThe chief officer says school teachers are particu- ber of men who have put it into practice. The list
larly wanted for the force, as their training fits of depositors grows daily, starting with a firstthem admirably for police duties, which require day deposit total of $2,300. Interest is credited
good temper, patience and tact with firmness. The monthly to each account, so that the boys will have
girls in the factories appear to be very fond of the a few extra dollars to their credit when }hey come
women police and the government is asking for marching home, in addition to knowing" that their
more to be appointed at various munition works dependents have been provjded for during th 1r abthroughout the country.
sence.
\
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Two Boys From Tou gh town
OR

BOUND TO WORK THEIR CLAIM
By "PAWNEE JACK"
'(A SERIAL STORY)
Canyon, half a dozen of you!" he shouted. "Keep a
sharp eye out!"
JOE CAPTURES HANK HORNER.
Then turning to Joe, he add de:
"What about Graniss? He must have chased the ·
The sound came from up Long Canyon.
scoundrels who shot, Bill."
"I don't know anything about that. He isn't
Another instantly followed, and Joe started back
on the run to find Charley Francis and several oth- where I left him, that's all."
ers on their feet and ready for business.
"He must be found. We must get on his trail!
"What's 'the matter? Was it you firing?" de- Thunder! This is the worst ever!"
manded Francis, seizing his rifle.
Charley Francis seemed to have lost his head.
He ·began by giving orders one minute and con"No, no!" cried Joe. "It must have been Bill
Norton. The souQd came his way."
tradicting them the next.
But Joe was one of the kind who grows cool under
Three men started up the canyon on the run.
Joe was following then, when he suddenly dis- trouble.
He seized a lantern and hurried to the place where
covered that Lawyer Scheister was not in his place.
Tom had slept.
"The shyster's gone!" he shouted.
There was no sign of blood. Nothing to indicate
been
have
to
ought
he
said
"Burn that fellow! I
left behind!" cried Francis. "He is at the bottom that the boy had been shot or, indeed, that he had
ever been there, for Tom's rifle and blankets had
of this!" and he ran on.
Joe sprang to the place where Tom was supposed vanished, too.
It was all a mystery, and ten minutes' careful in, to be sleeping with a sinking in his heart.
did not serve to clear it up a bit.
vestigation
Something seemed to tell him what he was to
Bill Norton could have explained it,
Probably
find, and he found it.
dead.
was
Bill
but
The place was vacant.
Francis charge about until he was
Charley
let
Joe
Tom had disappeared!
of war was held.
council
a
then
and
At the same instant Francis was heard calling: tired,
"I don't see any use stopping here," said Francis.
"Oh, White! White! Bring Graniss here! Poor
"This is a sneaking, dirty attack by the Bannister
·
Billy Norton has been shot 'dead !"
who are afraid to tackle us in the open. I
gang,
Trouble had come at midnight! Joe was almost
had better get a move on right away, if the
we
think
overcome.
be saved."
to
is
gold
"Tom! Tom!" he shouted. "Oh, Tom!"
the motion, with an amendment," resecond
"I
call
Francis'
Charlie
except
There was no answer
plied Joe. "You fellows go ahead with the gold,
repeated.
to look up Graniss. I don't
"Wake him up, White l Bring him here! Wake but leave me behind
I know what has become of
until
canyons
the
quit
up all the boys! Billy Norton has been shot dead!"
thing sure."
one
that's
partner,
my
In less time that it takes to tell it all hands were
White," returned Frandecide,
to
you
to
up
"It's
poor
of
up and armed, and gathered about the body
a couple of the boys
have
to
meant
I
course
"Of
cis.
the
of
floor
the
on
downward
face
lay
Norton, who
to be found."
is
he
behind to trail Graniss; if
canyon, shot through the heart.
he would be
likely
wasn't
it
if
as
speak
"You
·
"Where is Graniss ?" demanded Francis. "Why
found.':
isn't he here'?"
"I speak as I feel, boy. I'm afraid it's all up with
"Listen to me. I've tried three times to tell you,
friend Tom. Anyhow, we can't do nothing
yot1r
missing.
is
Francis," said Joe, quietly. "Tom
that until daylight, whereas we can put ten
about
take
to
someone
send
to
idea
good
a
be
it
· Wouldn't
care of the horses and look after the gold before or fifteen miles between us if we get a move on
now.''
that gets missing, too?"
"It's done," replied Francis. "Back to Henniker "I stay."
. CHAPTER XXII.
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Joe spoke positively, and hi~ jaws closed with a
snap.
Though always yielding enough when it was a
question of his own opinion or Tom's, Joe could be
as stubborn as a mule when put to it.
"Don't you want a couple of men to stay with
you?" demanded Francis.
"They can't be spared."
"They mustn't stay alone."
"I'm not afraid."
Charley Francis looked at Joe admiringly.
"Say, there's more into that than I thought there
was, a blamed sight," he said. "You're a whole team
in yourself. All the same, you mustn't stop here
alone. Jack Randal shall stay along with you."
"All right, and you will hurry on with the gold
to Big Boom City."
"Exactly, and deliver it safe at Billy's office or
perish in the attempt."
"Settled," said Joe. He took his rifle and went
around into Henniker Canyon after his horse and
to arrange with Jack Randal.
Preparations for an immediate start were then
made.
The body of Bill Norton was tied to his horse
and a blanket thrown over it, for all were agreed
that the poor fellow should not find his grn\,e there
in the wilderness.
Joe assisted in every way he could, and Mon the
start was made.
Meanwhile not a sound had been heard to indicate the presence of the enemy.
Joe and Jack Randal stood by the dying fire,
listening to the footfalls of the retreating horses
for several minutes before either spoke.
"This is a bad business, young feller," remarked
·
Randal at last.
"Bad enough," said oe. "Now listen to me, for
I've been figuring this thing out in my own way.
What we want is to get ·on the trail of these fellows."
"Sure Mike, but I'm blamed if I see how anything can be done before morning."
"I look at it differently. I think a lot can be
done. Attention, please. Let us slide around into
Henniker's Canyon and wait. Someone will be
back here, sure, to see if all hands have gone on
or whether the gold has been left behind.
"What put that idea into your head?" demanded
Randal, as he followed Joe around into the other
canyon.
"Don't know, but it's there."
"Blamed if I don't think you are right, unless--"
"Unless someone is close at hand watching, you
mean to say."
"That's what I am thinking of."
'.'In that case, as soon as we disappear, the
watcher is bound to show himself, for he will be
trying to locate us."
Jack Randal, who was naturally a dull proposition, was greatly .impressed bY: Joe's positive way
1

of putting it, and he was, therefore, not one bit
surprised when, after a few minutes, stealthy footsteps were heard around in Long Canyon by the
fire.
"Slide in here behind these rocks!" breathed Joe.
"The spy has come, and we want to catch him if
we can. He'll be after .the horses, sure."
Hidden from observation behind a great pile of
broken rock which had fallen from the heights
above, they waited in breathless suspense.
It was but a minute before they knew that they
only had one man to deal with, although Joe had
suspected. it from the first. He came sneaking
around into Henniker Canyon, rifle in hand, and
for a moment stood still, looking toward the horses,
ready for a run in case of attack.
"Keep dark," breathed Joe. "He'll come to the
horses. He thinks they have been abandoned, I
suppose."
After a minute or two the man moved forward
and walked on to where the horses were hobbled.
Now Joe was able to get a look at him, as the
moon had risen and was shining down into the
canyon.
It was Hank Horner!
The very sight of the treacherous fellow was
enough to make Joe's blood boil.
"Now, Jack!" he whispered, and they sprang out
from their concealment, covering Horner with their
rifles.
"Hands up!" shouted Joe. "Instanter or you are
a dead one!"
Hank broke out with a startled exclamation an'd
threw his hands up over his head.
"Don't shoot! Don't kill me!" he cried. "I come
as a friend."
"Friend nothing," retorted Joe. "Where is Tim
Graniss? Speak!"
"That's just what I am trying to find out," stammered Ha!).k. "Isn't he here? Has he gone away
with the rest of them fellers?"
Joe leveled his rifle at the fellow's head.
"'Where's Tom Graniss, Hank Horner?" he said,
sternly. "Answer or you die!"
CHAPTER XXIII.
WHAT HAPPENED TO TOM.

It was not the shots which awakened Tom.
The first he knew someone seized him by the
throat in his sleep, and a handkerchief was jammed
into his mouth.
The pressure on his throat was terrible. . Tom
struggled and tried to call out, but it was all in
vain.
Two men held him captive; a third was engaged
in tying his hands behind him.
"Hold him tight! Hold him tight!" one whispered. "Remember Bill's orders-there must be no
miss in the case."
,(To be continued.),
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
WHISKY SOWED IN PATCH.
With M. S. Baughn, law agent in charge of the
liquor raiding operations in that county, standing
guard with a loaded gun, Beputy Daly plou!,fhed up
120 pints of whisky in a sweet potato patch four
miles from Girard, Ala. Some of the corks of the
bottles were found blown out, believed to have. been
due to the effects of the extremely hot weather recently. How long this whisky had been buried is
not known.

land, but stuck ,tenaciously to the cities. The
$Preading flocks did not stop at international boundaries, but have been traced by the survey observers both into Canada and Iviexico, relates a writer
in the Indiana Farmer. The cold of the ;;former
country brought about almost a complete change of
habits. The emigrants to Canada have become more
thrifty, build much warmer nests than their cousins south of the international line, and have even
taken to b : ing in hollow trees, -a practice not
common am g the sparrows either in Central and
So'uthern States or in England. The sparrows that
CORN KERNELS AN INCH BROAD.
gone into Mexico, on the other hand, have
have
In the middle farming zone of Peru, at an eleto building light nests, and lead a distinctly
taken
vation between 8,000 and 11,000 feet, the Cuzco
existence.
sub-tropical
type of corn is the principal crop. It is characterized by very large kernels, sometimes nearly an
inch board. Cuzco is a native of the cool tableSMALL SALARIES IN JAPAN.
lands of Peru rat~er than_ ~he trop_ical_ valleys. ~his
Minister of Education, has recently
Takata,
Dr.
fact throws new light on its behav10r m the Umted
book on dietetics, explaining
popular
a
published
States. In the hot summer climate of the Eastern
States it usually fails to set seed, but it may be of the food values--proteins, hydro-carbons, etc.-in
use on the Pacific Coast or other parts of the United various articles of general consumption, showing
States, where there is too little heat for our varie- where and how the highest nutrition may be obtained :.t the lowest cost. Food and clothing are
ties to mature.
I
cheap in Tokio and rents relatively high. In view
of the low native salaries, says the East and West
BARRED.
GOWNS
SHADOW
News, the necessity for the greatest economy in
. Alton, Ill., women and, girls who possess shadow expenditure is visible, and the pinch com~s hardest
gowns will do well not to interpose themselves be- in the middle rather than poorer classes, for the
tween the sun and Mayor Beall or Alton's police- former must not only live, but often keep up a remen.
spectable appearance on salari9s no greater than
Mayor Beall has come out against the diaphanous the men who work at trades.
gown, a la "see more." It must go-go home and
A primary school teacher earns $1~io a month,
get more clothes. The penalty for wearing shadow
his lowest budget, for four in •family reaches
but
gowns is arrest.
and his wife must work at home to earn the
$17.32,
In an interview in support of his position, the deficit. He will quit smoking, he says pathetically,
Mayor went back into history. Not as far back as
when the new third baby comes. A magazine edithe Garden of Eden, but to Arabia, with its fair tor and writer who has a wife, two children and a
women and torrid clime. Whoever heard of ·an maid spends $32.75 monthly on rest, food, l1ght,
:Arabian woman who was not clothed with a thick- heat, wages and sundries, including theatre-going,
ness or two of opaque muslin? asks the Mayor. . but excluding clothes. His earnings are irregular,
Mayor Beall's order placing the shadow gown but always below his expenses. Happily he has
under the ban followed a shock he received on tHe been able in three years to borrow $125 from his
street the other day. A woman wearing a shadow wife's relations. His wife's trousseau is not ungown passed him. He stopped the wearer and told k:r;10wn to the pawnshpp.
her to go home for more clothes. The order to the
An official whose family consists of three adults
police followed.
an4 four children earns $37 .50, and his mere living expenses just meet that amount. In ten years
I
SP ARROW'S HABITS.
he has borrowed $300 from his wife's family, preObservations of the habits of the English spar- sumably for · clothes. A doctor with a wife, four
row made by the biological survey show how living children, an assistant and three servants has. an
things adapt themselves to many varying conditions outgo of some $120. He earns $95, but owns his
so as to make the most of their surroundings and house. He has private means and must be quite a
then become the victims of other changes that do swell among doctors, for the learned author states
not at first sight seem to concern them at all. The that two-thirds of the Tokio doctors earn no more
birds brought to the Atlantic coast of this country than $50 a month. Truly, the learned profession
several generations ago spread rapidly all over the in Japan have their heroes!
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The Man Who Came from the Klondike
By DICK ELLISON
SERIAL STORY)
"Well, boy, I believe you are right. Bust ahead
CHAPTER V (continued).
see what you can do.''
and
"I don't doubt that the papers are in the safe, and
Fred did wonders, but after all it was not
And
there,
like enough the biggest part of the money is
so strange, for Mr. Wall must have cut a peculiar
too."
that snowy night.
figure
"Let us hope so, boy. Where does Mr. Wall live?"
"What's dat ?" said the policeman outside the
"I don't know."
gate on the Brooklyn side. "Old geezer with
ferry
"What! Don't know where your boss lives?"
in his button-hole? Yes, I seen him. Looked
violets
where
know
I
Silver.
Mr.
"This is a large city,
Mr. Wall did live. but he has left his hotel some to me like a blamed old masher. He don't want to
weeks ago now, and I don't know where he went to." come handing around here."
"He's my employer," said Fred. "The man is
"It must be over there at the other end of that
officer. Which way did·he go?"
insane,
ferry."
replied the policeman. "I tink
tirty-nint',"
"Up
neighborhood
The
it.
doubt
I
but
be,
may
"It
staggered a bit. I orter pulled
He
over there isn't at all the kind of place he would he was drunk.
in."
him
choose to live in."
They hurried on to Third avenue.
"Then he is just wandering about daffy. you
in spite of the storm, several young men
Here,
think?"
the corner saloon talking their endless
outside
stood
we
the.re
over
go
we
If
it.
of
"That's my idea
may find some trace of him. He can hardly go far talk, after the style of B1·ooklyn corner loafers.
Fred tackled them and got a second tip.
as he was withiut being arrested. He,--s an old man,
"Pp tirty nint'," ,. as the word again.
storm."
and his strength is liable to give out in this
"I
boys had ail seen Mr. \JVall. They looked at
Klondiker.
The
the
cried
him!"
trail
"Then we'll
n~ver missed on t~e trail yet. Wall was my father's the Klondiker admiringly, and seemed very willing
old friend, and if it is with him as you think, he to tell what they knew.
must be found and saved for his own s;;.,.e and for
At Fourth avenue the cry was still the same.
·
.
my sake,, too."
"Up tirty-nint' .''
"tirty-nint' " who
down
came
boat?"
who
that
man
a
It was
"You are sure you saw him go aboard
him.
tackled
Fred
else,
one
no
the
at'
seeing
gate
it;
the
said
through
go
him
seen
I
"Oh, yes.
"I savy that old man sitting on a stone there by
ferry, and I seen him standing on the back end of
the lots," he said. "He seemed to be winded by
the boat when it pulled out."
go
better
had
we
the hill, and dazed-like. I stopped and asked him if
"That settles it; but I think
boat.''
next
the
for
time
most
is
he was sick, and where he was going. Upon my
it
now;
it made me laugh what he said.''
word,
now,
lamb
a
as
meek
as
Fred's white elephant was
"What was it?" demanded Jack Silver.
and he continued so during their trip over on the
"WhY, he says to me: 'How can I be sick when
39th street ferry.
He questioned Fred closely about Mr. Wall's his- I've just come from the Klondike? Up there everytory, going into every detail and covering the same body is young. I'm going back to the Klondike to
work my claims.'"
ground again and again.
·"And he said th;:i,t !" cried Silver. "Heavens,
when
saying
by
up
wound
he
found,"
be
"He must
at last they ran into the South Brooklm slip. "I'll Fred, he thinks he's me."
"That's evidently it," replied Fred.
trail him if I have to keep on going to the end of
"Bughous~ ?" asked the man.
the earth.''
"You had better leave it to me to do the talking
"What do you mean by bughouse ?" demanded the
now," said Fred. "Up in the Klondike you would Klondiker, fiercely.
know more than I do, but here in New York it's
"He means crazy, Mr. Silver," interposed Fred.
different, and--"
"Yes, sir. The old man is mad. Which way did
he go?"
"And you know more than me. Is that it.?"
Then came the usual answer:
it."
of
size
"That's about the
(A
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the snow up the hill, continuing on to the very edge
"Up tirty-nint'."
the big cut. of
came
they
They rushed on through the snow till
came upon it suddenly. Even Fred, gro-w
They
avenue.
to Fifth
"Say, look at the canyon, will you?" cried Silver, ing confused in that lonely spot, did not realize that
gazing with astonishment at the big cut through they were so near, and the Klondiker almost stepped
the hills here. "I never supposed you kept canyons over the edge.
"Look out!" shouted Fred, seizing the bear-skin
right here in New York city, blamed if I did!"
"We keep them in Brooklyn," laughed Fred, "and coat.
"Blast it, boy!" bellowed Silver, grabbing Fred
that's where we are now. But come, we must keep
the throat all in an instant. "I see it all now!
by
on the trail."
have lured me here to do me up! You tried
You
see,"
I
there,
through
running
railroad
a
"There's
me over thar ! Take your own dose, you
push
to
said Silver. "Reminds me of the trolley line we've
dog!"
dirty
got up the Chilkoot Pass."
He had been shaking poor Fred as he exclaimed
Again Fred was lucky enough to strike a policethis, and now he gave him a violent push.
man, a very intelligent young fellow.
Over the bank the boy went whirling, uttering
"Why, yes. I saw that man here not five minutes one wild cry as he fell.
ago," said the policeman. "He came up to me, and,
It is two hundred feet to the bottom of the big
pointing up the big cut there, asked me if that was cut at this point.
the way to the Klondike. I thought he was drunk.
Poor Fred!
l ought to have arrested him, I suppose, but I told
"That settles him!" panted the Klondiker, as
him to take a Fifth avenue car, thinking that by he peered down at the falling boy. "He's learned
the time he got to the Bridge he would have slept off that it don't pay to muss with me!"
enough of his load to make him able to go home."
"He's mad, I'm afraid," said Fred.
"Is that so?" replied the policeman, looking
troubled. "I 'certainly ought to have pul1ed him
CHAPTER VI.
in. If You won't report me I'll give you a steer."
"I won't report you, officer," said Fred earnestly.
DICK DI'fCHETT.
"I've got business enough of my own on hand tonight without interfering with yours."
That awful fall!
"Well, then, he didn't take the car. He struck
Perhaps the snow covering the stones helped to
off into the lots there up over the hill. If you don't break it some; at all events Fred reached the botfind him come back and look me up, and I'll see what tom of the big cut alive, and was able to rise to
can be done."
his feet.
"By thunder, Fred, we are on the trail now for
Then came a second fall.
fair!" cried Silver, as they descended into the long
Fred had stepped off the narrow retaining wall
· 1>tretch of vacant lots lying between the ·big cut and at the bottom of the cut, and dovvn he went some
Greenwood Cemetery, and struck off up the hill. ten feet further.
"It looks so, Mr . .Silver."
This time he struck his head.
"I wish you'd call me Jack, boy."
Rising up again, ·with his face bathed in blood,
"I'll try later. I'm worried now."
and his mind in a state of horrible confusion, he
"Worried! Think of me!"
staggered forward toward the light.
"Your case is the worst."
Then once more trouble came to the boy.
Th'.ere \Vas a rush, a roar, a booming gong, and
"I should say so. How light it is here!"
"That comes from the electric lights in the big something struck poor Fred.
This was the limit.
cut."
A Bath Beach trolley car whirling up the big cut
"My canyon?"
"Yes."
had done the business for. Fred Morgan now.
After that all was oblivion, and it might well
"Queer place to strike right in the middle of a
city. What's that bit of timber over there on the have been death.
But it · wasn't-strange to say it wasn't.
left'? Why don't they cut them trees down and buil
No one person in a thousand could have repeated
?"
thar
dhouses
experience and survived it.
Fred's
Fred.
cried
"Why, that's Greenwood Cemetery,"
F1·ed survived, though, and some hours later
"Sho ! A burying ground. You don't say!"
came to his senses in bed in the Norwegian hospital
"Yes."
in South Brooklyn.
"It's a mighty big one, then."
His head was all tied up, his arm was bandaged;
every
dying
are·
people
and
city,
"This is a big
he ached from head to foot.
day."
"Broken arm and broken head," the nurse told
"As I might have done to-night if you had been
and later the doctor said that it would be a
him,
I
tough enough to follow old man Wall's steer.
before he got out again.
month
·
feel lost here.''
(To be continued.~
Fred made no reply, and they pushed on through
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TIMELY TOPICS
As the result of a cow switching her tail Gottlieb Rueh, a farmer living near Tyndall, S. C., will
lose one of his eyes. The tail of the cow struck
him square on the eyeball, injuring it to such an
extent that he now has gone to a hospital to have
the eye removed. This was the only way in which
the uninjured eye could be saved, as it has been
affected by the injury to the other.
A hospital train of ten Pullman cars, designed
by the Army Medical Department, has been ordered from the Pullman shops at Chicago. Five of
the cars arc to be equipped with r egular ho!"pital
beds and have large side doors for loading auct unloading stretchers, two will be of the regulation
s_leeper type, equipped with extra fans, medical cabinets and ice tanks, one will carry a complete operating room, and another a kitchen large enough to
care for over 200 sick. In addition to the Regular
Army personnel, the train will carry a special corps
of Army nurses to serve in the wards and operating
car. The train will be painted maroon, with the insignia of the Army Medical Department.

The new battleship Pennsylvania, recently commissioned, left the Norfolk Navy Yard July 20, under command of Capt. Henry B. Wilson, to join
the Atlantic Fleet. She has a displacement of 31,000 tons, and with her 14-inch guns the Pennsylvania is the most powerful fighting ship in the U. S.
Navy to-day. Secretary Daniels in an official statement points out that the Pennsylvania upon joining the fleet will find twenty-nine battleships cruising on active duty. It is the Secretary's announced
policy to keep the ships out at sea as much as possible, instead of leaving them inactive at the navy
yards. The new battleship Oklahoma, recently completed, is being fitted out for first commission, and
is due to leave the New York Navy Yard on Aug.
5 to ~oin the Atlantic Fleet.
Some of the ships in the U. S. Navy are to be
stripped of their outfits of cut glass table service,
according to a recent order sent to vessels at the
League Island Navy Yard. These ships, so runs
the newspaper despatches, have been ordered to
send their cut glassware, with the exception of
olive dishes and hand mirrors, to the New York
Navy Yard, where they are to be sold at public ,
auction. Even the "pickle" dishes had to go, as the
name was too suggestive. T,wo years ago SecretarY Daniels issued the famous order that banished
liquor from the officers' mess. Now the glasses
have gone. Some of the ware has already been
sold at auction for twenty per cent of its value. Because of the sentiment attached to it, it could have
been s0ld as souvenirs for twice its original value.
The cut glass was the best the Governmnt could
buy for its ofncers. Each piece, from the decanters
to the small glasses, bore the crest of the Navy.

Frank King, who carries the mail from Havilandsville to Falmouth, Ky., and return, has been
working for the United States forty years. Ifo
comrnenced carrying the mail on July 4, 1876, from
Havilandsville to Robinson Station twice a week
and continued for four years, and the ne.·t four
years he made three trips a week, and the next
fourteen years and a half he carried it daily. In
1898 he began carrying the mail from Havilandsville to Falmouth and return, daily, traveling twenty-six miles. In his fo1;ty years carrying the mail
he has traveled 281,000 miles, which equals over
thirteen times around the world. He is carrying
now love letters for the grandchildren of the men
The huge demand the war has made on Ger•
and women that were boys and girls when he first
many's supply of copper has resulted in a discon,
began.
certing situation for German electric.al companies,
and it is doubtful if even at the present moment
Mrs. Rose Leonard, a widow living in Glendale, they have succeeded in overcoming the shortage
Queens, N. Y., was to have been married to Charles of copper by the use of suitable substitutes. CopKollfelder, of Woodhaven. When he did not ap- per is essential to all electrical work. While zinc
pear at her home for the ceremony, she became un- is being largely employed in Germany as a coneasy and set out for Woodhaven. She found Koll- ductor of electric currents, this metal is far from
felder's home crowded with excited people. A being satisfactory in this connection. Zinc cables
strange hush fell over the house as she entered. cost from 100 to 150 per cent more than cables
"Where is Charles?" she demanded. His sister- of copper when of the same cross-section; but since
in-law answered: "He's here, but you can't see him the conductivity of zinc is considerably less than
just now," she told the bride-to-be. Then Mrs. of copper, and even lower than that of aluminum,
Leonard's glance wandered through a window. Be- the cost of zinc cables and bus bars over copper ls
neath a shady arbor in the back yard was a group far greater than the foregoing figures would indiof neighbors about a form that lay motionless on cate. Zinc is being used in preference to iron, for
the ground. Kollfelder had hanged himself in a the latter metal is always a material of last resort,
rope swing. His body had been discovered only a particularly when alternating currents are to be
.short time before the hour set for his marriage.
handled.
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take its place. College House was built by the
univesity in 1832. It has proved a boon to many
a poor student working his way through college
because of its low prices. The stigma of rooming
NEW YORK, SEPTEMBER 8, 1916.
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i there, however, has become so great in recent years
that few rooms were let. This is the first time in
Harvard's history that it has sold any property.
TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
The university is planning now to buy a private.05 Conta
Slnirle Coples . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
owned, well-fitted dormitories on the "Gold Coast."
.65 Centa
One Copy Three lllontha ........................ ,
Arrangements already have been made for the pur.
1..25
One Copy Six lllontho ............ : .. . . . . . • • • .. • •
chase of Randolph Hall.
2.50
One Copy One Year .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . ... .
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Grins and Chuck.es
Friend-So your detective force is a failure?
Chief Emma-Yes; we can't find any one who is
willing to be a plainclothes woman.

Blinkers-Hello, Winkers. I hear you married a
woman with an independent fortune. Winkers (sadly )-No; I married a fo1-tune with an independent
A, steel trap that caught a big rat with a taste woman.
for candy freed an innocent man who might otherwise be serving a jail sentence. A clerk in a loHe had just bought a paper in which this headcal confectionery store was held in jail at Nampa, line loomed large: "Woman Shoots at Waldorf."
Idaho, several days accused of the theft of the candy
"H'm," he mused, absently. "I wonder if she hit
which disappeared mysteriously night after night.
it"

Good Current News Articles
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·
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" Now, young man, smce
Germans
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you are gomg
. . have made use of a . Belgian ma.
If
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one
In
digger.
trench
a
as
canals
d1ggrng
for
chme
1p1oma 1c service, e me a vise you: . you k now
.
.
.
, .
a cubic meter of ditch. In. fav- , no th'mg, d on 't t e 11-an d 1'f you ln1ow someth·mg,
mmute 1t excavates
.
orable gr?un~ it can advance over 100 yards 111 an keep your mc;mth shut or you will make a blunder."
hour, which 1s equal to the work of 200 men with
pick and shovel. It can be employed only well to
Mrs. Gadd-Did you ever! Mrs. Newed has had
the rear of the firing line.
her bridal slippers silver-plated. Mrs. Gabb-Land sakes! I'm glad there wasn't any such silly
Robert H. McC. Potter, _retired wall paper manu- fashion when I was married. Little Johnny (movfacturer, of Newton, N. J., who was at one time ing uneasily )-So'm I!
interested in horse racing, was bitten in the shoul"I notice," said the new guest, "that everybody
der by his stallion Popinjay. Mr. Potter was petting
another horse, Knight of the Thistle, in the stall! calls that hallboy of yours 'Buttons.' " "Yes," renext to Popinjay. Popinjay becan1e jealous, and Iplied the hotel proprietor. "He is so called because
when Potter went to pet him the stallion bit him. it is his duty to gather up from the dining-room floor
after each meal the numerdus buttons the g 1,mtlemen
vests.''
J udge Benjamin F. Bledsoe, of the United States burst fromtheir
.
.
Court, San Francisco, awarded to the United States
A ~eedy-lookmg man entered _a store m T~·enton
government title to 160 acres of Kern County oil
land, valued at $10,000,000 and known as the Mc- t~e o~her day'. and asked for ass~stance, baclnng up
Cutche6n section, in the government's ouster suit, I his request with ~ long t~le of s1~kness and lack of
brought under the Taft withdrawaJ order of 1909. employm_ent. With ~ wmk at his clerk, tl~e_ merThe suit was against G. w. Mccutcheon, the Stan- chant pomted t~ a fn~?d who happened to be m t~e
Ask that g~,ntleman. _ He 1s
dard Oil Company, the Union Oil Company, the place, an~ replied:
~he _friend re~ clerk.
only
am
~
propnetor.
th~
title-claimother
and
Company
General Petroleum
ing interests, being one of many brought by the ce1ved the _beggars request ma sympati1etic m~~ne~,
government to recover California oil lands valued and, turnmg to the merchant, remarked:_ Tl~1s
seems to be a worthy case, Mr. Jones. Give him
at several hundred millions of dollars
a dollar from the cash register," and walked oQt
·
of the store. It was in vain that the merchant proCollege House, the old Harvard dormitory in tested that it had been a joke. So insistent did the
Harvard Square, has been sold by the unive:;:sity I seedy one become that "de boss'" directions should
to Loren D. Howe, a Boston real estate operator:! be carried out that it was finally necessary to do so
A modern building, with stores and a hotel, will in order to be rid of him.
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THE POST-BOY'S LUCK.
By Alexander Ar mstrong.

The mail for the little hamlet of Clar ksville, so
called in honor of one of the oldest and most wealthy inhabitants, Judge Clark, was daily brought
from the railroad station known as Braxton, some
eight miles distant.
The post-boy left Braxton every evening at six
o'clock, after the arrival of the last city mail.
It was not a particularly profitable position, still,
Charlie Williams thankfully accepted it, and three
hundred dollars a year it brought in, when J udge
Clark, as a vacancy occurred, had him appointed
to fill the position.
Charlie Williams was the son of a poor widow,
who had been left with a large family to support,
and so, although she much disliked Charlie's taking the position, for a previous rider had been
murdered for the sake of some money which the
undetected murderers must have known was in the
mail bag, she gave her consent, for three hundred
dollars a year would go a great way in her economizing hands, and she knew that her son could not
expect to make that much at any other occupation
to be found in the neighborhood.
The shadows of a night early in the fall had begun mantling the earth, when Charlie entered the
Braxton office for the mail bag.
"Is my mail ready?" Charlie asked the postmaster.
"Yes," r eplied that individual, picking up a
brown leather bag and handing it to Charlie. " And,
my boy, you must be very careful of t hat bag, for
it contains a great amount of bonds and money for
Judge Clark. "
"All right," responded Charlie. "I'm always
careful."
"Yes-I know; but to-night you must be part icularly ca r eful."
"I'll be so. Anything else to go?"
"No--Charlie, he:ve you your ,·evolver with :vou ?"
"Yes."
J
"And handy ?"
"Yes."
"Well, all right. I only asked because it's going
to be a dark, lonesome night, just such a one as
highwaymen \Vould select to rob you should they
learn what the bag contains, and you have a desert ed, lonely road to traverse."
"There'll be no danger, I guess. Good-night."
"Good-night," replied the postmaster, and stepping outside Charlie hooked the bag on the pommel
on his saddle, vaulted on his horse's back and started on his long ride home.
Night had · already fallen and, as the postmaster
had said, ,it would be a dark one, for there was no
moon at all, and dark, heavy clouds, portending a
storm, were h anging low.
Charlie had frequently r idden post wit h large
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sums in his possession without a thought of f ear,
but t o-night whether induced by the· postmaster's
wor ds or by some occult r eason in the shape of presentiment, he seemed to feel that an impending
danger was hanging over him and when he st r uck
a woods, through which two miles of his route lay,
he instinctively placed his revolver in a position
which ·would enable him to get it at an instant's
warning; while the valuable mail bag he fixed mor e
safely in its position, and then clasped his hands
on top of the pommel.
Inside the woods ii was as dark as Erebus.
He touched his horse's flanks with his heels, and
urged him onward.
In about t he center of the woods was a narrow
ravine, through which flowed a good-sized brook.
This was the most lonely part of the whole route.
There was not a house within two miles on either
side, and even on a clear moonlight night t he overhanging trees made it a place of almost Egyptian
darkness.
As he neared this spot he took the mail bag in
his hand, while his r ight loosely held th8 bridle,
Charlie allowing the staid old horse to follow h'is
own road.
Down the declivity rattled the nag, his f eet
struck the narrow bridge, and then up t h e acclivity;
on t he opposite side.
,
Charlie had begun to breathe easier, and they
had almost reached the top, when the sharp crack
of a r evolver· rang out, the faithful old horse gave
out what was nearly a human groan of anguish
and pain, stumbled, fell violently and quickly to
his knees, the ma il bag was wrested from his hand
as he sought to save himself, and Charlie went flying over the horse's head, and landed forcibly
::tg::1i11st a huge rock beside the road.
Consciousness, for the time, deserted h im . ·
" A good 'shot, Bill," said a gruff voice, as two
men r ose up from beside the road and approached
the spot where t he old horse was floundering about,
bellowing ,vith pain.
"Aye, it was," r eturned his companion, in an
equally gruff Ume. "Turn on t he light, and let's
see h ow mat ters stand. Wonder where that boy
is."
" He's all right," and the speaker pulled the slide
of a bullseye lamp, and directed its rays in the
middle of the road.
There lay the horse, and beside him t he coveted
mail bag.
"Ther e's the bag, Bill; take hold of it, and I'll
put the horse out of his misery."
Whatever else they were-caring little for the
sufferings of a human being-they could appreciate the sufferings of a horse, and a shot from
the revolver h~ held ·in his hand proved the quietus
of the animal.
Bill by this time had secured the mail bag.
"And now let's see where the rider is," said he
who had been called Bill. ·
The light was f1ashed about until Charlie was discovered.
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ing of feet, and finally saw the two men turn into
"He won't know nothing for a while."
it.
at
Look
eye.
black
a
"I'm thinkin' he'll have
The fact of their coming from the direction of
that bruise."
1
puzzled him, but a conviction that they
BraKton
"Yes, and a scar on his cheek that'll last him for
robbers flashed itself upon his mind, and
the
were
hurry."
a
in
life; guess he won't forget this night
them.
followed
he
gleein
laughing
and
ha!"
ha!
"Guess not-ha!
His heart beat high when he saw them climb
ful chorus the brutal ruffians "doused the glim"
, and trudged back towards Braxton, intending, as over the fence, and, his convictions were affirmed,
their conversatio n showed, to take the earliest train when, crawling cautiously forward until he occupied a position on the opposite side of the stone
away from the place:
heard their conversatio n, and saw the reCharlie had remained unconscious but a few min- pile, he of the light.
flection
utes, and had seen the first flash of the light as
As the words-"no w we'll be off"-were mutit had fallen upon his faithful horse.
he sprang to his feet and cried:
tered
He felt for his pistol-it was gone.
ile you retain that letter of Judge
"Never-wh
over
flight
his
in
and
handy,
He had kept it too
Clark's."
his horse's head had lost it.
"The rider," said both in amazement , and they
darkthe
turned
they
as
just
eyes
his
He shut
the light upon him.
flashed
lantern on him, and by a supreme effort managed
crack! went the revolvers of the robbers,
Crack!
to retain the appearance of unconsciousness as they
but Charlie had dropped to the ground and the bulgazed at him.
harmlessly over his head.
When they had departed, he arose and commenc- lets whistled fixed him," growled Bill. "Come on
that
Guess
..
ed crawling about on hands and knees in search
now, this place'll be too hot to hold us in a little
of his revolver.
while.
At last his search was rewarded.
They turned to go, but they counted without their
.He knew that they must be by this time a mile host, for two sharp reports rang out in rapid sucor more ahead of him.
cession and both fell, one with a broken leg, and
About a half-mile outside the woods a road tlie other wounded mortally.
crossed the Braxton road.
Charlie darted across and seized the dark-lanter n,
The robbers had passed this when they heard
the slide and placed it on the stone heap so
turned
the clatter of approachin g horses' feet.
rays exposed the robbers, and then sunk
its
that
They lay down beside the road and the horseman back in the darkness.
passed without discovering them.
"Surrender ," cried Chadie.
They were in a quandary. Should the men pur"We will," said one of them, gloomily.
sue the straight road the chances were that they
"Throw your revolvdrs over by the stones," com-would discover the mail rider and the dead horse, manded the boy.
and being on horseback they could easily intercept
They did s.o.
them at Braxton.
Taking off his suspenders , Charlie tied Bill's
If they pursued the cross road the robbers were hands behind him.
safe.
His companion needed no tying-he was dying.
In this predicamen t they determined to cut across
"I'm done for, Bill," said the fellow.
country to a station several miles below Braxton,
Several hours later a farmer, who had been to
road
cross
the
to
return
to
and to do so they had
city and returned by a late train, came along,
the
and pursue that.
to him Charlie related the cir cumstances of the
and
The horsemen had taken the cross road, but of
affair.
this the robbers were not sure.
A wagon was procured and the robbers were
They were hardly off the main road when Bill,
to a house some distance away.
taken
who was carrying the bag, growled about its
Wilson, Bill's companion, before he died,
Jim
weight, and proposed cutting it open and ransackmade a confession which involved a postoffice offiing it then and there.
having furnished the inforAfter some argument they sat down on a pile of cial in New York, he
attacking of Charlie.
the
to
led
which
mation
stones, taken from a field under cultivation ; the
to prison for twenty
sent
was
Jackson
Bill
light was directed on the bag-it was cut and the
.
years
feet.
contents emptied at their
• Evidently well aware of the contents, they pulled Of course Judge Clark was highly grateful to
the mail matter over until with a delighted cry Bill Charlie for having captured the robbers and thus
held up a large sealed envelope, addressed to Judge saving his bonds, and made the lad a present which
placed him far above the necessity ' of riding post,
Clark.
which enabled the fearless lad to make a nice
and
"I've got it!" he c1·ied.
for his mother, and to educate and send forth
home
off."
be
we'll
Now
"Good!
Charlie meanwhile had hastened on toward Brax- into the world his brothers and sisters, who, as he
himself also did, became shining lights in the circle
ton'.
in which they moved.
trampthe
heard
he
road
cross
the
As he neared
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FROM i\LL POINTS
HOGS BECAME INTOXICATED.
Some of the citizens of Narka, Kan., had the
opportunity a few days ago of witnessing a number of intoxicated hogs. V. H. Greuter, the owner,
noticing their queer actions and thinking the ~rnimals sick, called a local veterinary, who after careful examination pronounced them drunk.
Then the owner began to figure out where they
had found the booze in prohibition Kansas, and finally concluded that his swine had become intoxicated from cherry pits dumped into the slop, and these
standing in the barrel for several days, had gone
through a process of fermentation.
WHITE SHARK CAPTURED.
A white shark, one of the rnost vicious of the
shark family, was caught in Jamaica Bay, N. Y.,
the other afternoon by William Cring, Jr., of Avenue N, Boardwalk, Canarsie, and Harry Fuller,
also of Canarsie. Both men say they know it is a
white shark because they have seen them before
several times. This fish is 6 feet 6 inches long and
weighs about 250 pounds-not large for its species
but large enough to kill a man.
The men were fishing for sharks in an eighteen
foot skiff. They hooked this one near Buoy 2, in
the channel. Their hook was baited with a weakfish head. 'fheY landed the shark after a 45-minute fight and it was placed on view in front of
Cring's home.
GETS $11,100 FOR A BULL.
Fifteen years ago Jim Price was a farm employee
at the Shadeland stock farm near Lafayette, Ind.
A few days ago James Price of Onalaska, Wis.,
sold a Hereford bull at an auctio_n sale in Kansas
City for $11,100, the highest price ever paid for
such an animal. Jim Price, the farm employee,
and James Price, the Hereford breeder, are one
and the same.
Price saved a few hundred dollars, boug}i.t some
-cheap land in Wisconsin for $10 an acre and began breeding Hereford cattle. He obtained two
fairly good cows and began to build up his stock.
His friends here began to hear vague rumors that
he was succeeding. But they heard little definite
news until they learned he h'ad raised a Hereford
bull that had broken the world's record for value.
Price now has one of the finest Herefor d herds
in the world.
FISH IN RAT TRAP.
How a rat trap-one of the large, old-fashioned,
wire-mesh kind with room enough for a dozen rodents-was converted into a fish trap is told by
C. H. Maevers, Mayor of Egypt Mills, Mo.

Several days ago, Luke Funk, while doing a
house-cleaning stunt at the home of Alvis Ritter,
thew away a large rat trap. He tossed it over the
fence and forgot about it.
Ritter lives near the Flora Creek. The trap
landed on the bank, and recently when the high
water struck there the trap was inundated and
swept along till it finally landed on the bank in
the water.
A few days after the storm that brought the
creek up to flood level had passed, the s·ons of Samuel Young, while playing along . the creek, came
upon the rat trap. They hauled it out of the water
and found it filled with fish. They were large catfish, and there were so many in the trap that they
scarcely had room to wriggle around.
They were caught like rats in a trap. The boys
took the idea in hand and began baiting the trap.
The cage works just as well for fish as for rats,
for they have been making big hauls regularly ever
since their discovery of the innovation.
INDIANS HA VE DYES.
Manufacturers all over the country are complaining of the shortage of dyes ; clothing makers
are threatening to dress us in garments white as
snow; the time is coming, say the ink manufacturers, when we must r ely on the red fluid made
famous by Capt. Kidd and other pirate bands when
we want to write a check, but Chem, better known
as Steve, an Indian and a manufacturer of British Columbia, worries not.
He makes his . own dyes, and whether any more
are ever imported from Germany, or whether
AmericG)-n chemists solve the secrets, are alike matters of supreme indifference to him. So long as his
klutchman and his tenas, or, in English, his wife
and daughter, retain their strength, he will pose as
a manfuacturer and turn out the same mat and
basket goods, having the ·same bright colors as
the utensils his forefathers used as berry containers and cooking vessels when the foot of the white
man was foreign to these shores.
All the specimens of the handiwork of the women
shine forth in gay colors, and all colors are obtained by the klutchmen, according to the simple
process known for thousands of years.
The black, and it is a black that will not fade,
is obtained by covering the rushes, grasses or bark
with the black mud of the swamps, which gives a
lasting jet equal to any imported dye; the red i£
obtained from the bark of the alder, pink from a
weaker solution of the same bark; brown comes
from the familiar bark of the hemlock and yellow is boiled out of the root of the Oregon grape.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
KILLS FRIEND WHILE TESTING HIS
NERVES.
John Anderson, a fighter in many preliminary
bouts, and his friend Thomas Walsh were discussing a pail of beer and the virtue of courage the
other day in Anderson's home, at 80 Palmetto
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
"I got no nerves," declared Anderson. "You
could take and cut my arm off and I wouldn't flinch.
You could stick a knife into me and I'd just watch
you."
Walsh snatched up a table knife and lunged at
Anderson's chest. The fighter threw himself forward to meet the thrust. The next instant he fell
back unconscious. 'l'he knife had slipped between
two ribs and penetrated close to the heart. Two
hours later he died in the GermanJiospi tal.
Walsh was locked up in the Hamburg Avenue
police station charged with homicide.
RELAY RACE FROM NEW YORK TO SAN
FRANCISCO .
A relay race in which forty-seven stock cars of
the same company took part crossed the continent
in six days eighteen hours and ten minutes, according to a telegram received from San Francisco by
the Saxon Motor Company yesterday. The first of
the company's cars left New York last Saturday
and the last one reached San Francisco at 4.40
o'clock yesterday morning. The route was over
the Lincoln Highway. A message from Mayor
Mitchel to Mayor Rolf of San Francisco was carried. The relay race was planned by the company,
it was announced, to determine what time could be
made by motor cars in bearing long-distance m9essages. The mileage of the Lincoln Highway is
3,831 miles, but the distance actually traversed, a
telegram from the company says, was considerably
in excess of this owing to the necessity of making
detours, and that the average speed of the cars
was probably not less than twenty-five miles an
hour.
SARAH BERNHARD T COMING.
Sarah Bernhardt has announced her intention
of making tlie visit to America which the illness
that followed the amputation of her leg prevented her from making last season. W. F. Connor,
her American manager, received the following
cablegram from Mme. Bernhardt:
"Sailing from Liverpool end of September after
an engagement in London, where I will present
a very novel piece in English and French."
Before she had recovered from the shock of the
amputation last year Mme. Ber:nhardt made ar-

rangements to come to America early in the fall.
The trip was postponed several times till finally
the actress became convinced that the undertaking
was impossible. She appeared in France several
times, however, and then went to London, where
she played four months, mostly in sketches in which
she had to do little moving about. Upon her return to France she gave six performances at the
trenches for the soldiers.
Mme. Bernhardt will be 72 years old when she
makes her ninth visit to this country. Her engagement in New York will be at the Knickerbocker Theatre.
VALUABLE FACTS WE ALL SHOULD KNOW.
Breathing.-B reathe through the nose, as this
method will warm and moisten and purify the air.
Breathing through the mouth wil net. Colds (socalled) are contracted by mouth-breathi ng. The air
we breathe must be moistened to prevent "colds."
Keep a pan of water on your heating stove and
breathe through the nose all the time, indoors and
out.
Poison· IvY.-Steep the seeds of cardamon. Apply the lotion cold.
Doctor Nature.-Doc tors, medicines and money
are failures as cures for the ill person. Correctly
eating the right amount of the right food is the
only sure way of preventing and curing disease.
"Gorging," says Dr. Moras, "is suicide." Diet or
die.
Drowning.-L ay the body face downward, face
turned to one side so as not to prevent breathing.
Extend arms above the head. Kneel astride t~
buttock, place your hands on the short ribs, and
alternately press down with the weight of your
shoulders and release, twelve to fifteen times to the
minute. Do this for an hour if necessary. When
natural breathing is restored, ·rub legs and body
toward the heart to stimulate circulation.
Fish Food for Fat People.-Don 't take fat-reducin-g medicines if you are too stout. Cut down
your diet, get out-of-door exercise, and you will assume normal lines and weight. A void sweets, eggs,
cream, fat meats and especially potatoes.
Fishbone in Throat.-A raw egg swallowed will
detach a fishbone in the throat.
To Stop Bleeding.-Th e worst case of bleeding
can be stopped by cold water.
Tobacco.-"Sm oking good tobacco is good for
the health."-Dr. J. Gardner Smith, New York.
Insomnia.-D rink a generous quantity of water,
then, half an hour later, eat, slowly, a paprika or
red pepper crustless sandwich with butter, half an
hour before bedtime. It will draw the blood from
the head to the stomach, stimulate the stomach and
rest the brain .
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DllTATION GOLD TlllE'r.i,

INDIAN FINGER TRAP.

e

dold. pl&<ed tooth, aho.pe made ao tllat It
,..Ill llt any tooth. Price, 6c., po1tpald.

Fi-ank Smith, 383 Lenox Ave., N. Y.

With this joker . In the
lapel of your coat, yoq can
make u. dead shot every
time. Complete with rubber ball and tuj>lng. Price,
15c. by mall, p~stp~d.

. H.F. Lang,
1815 Centre St., B'klyn,_N. Y
MARBLE VASill.
.A clever and puZ%1lng etrect,
oasw to do; the appara.tus o"n

be minutely examined. Etrect:
A marble oa.n be I r:p.a.de to pas:s
from the hand Into the closed
vase, 'l'\rJ:a.tch a. moment befere
Thls

beautiful enameled turned wood vase.

1,

SURPRISE l\lOVING-l"IQTURE l\lACHINE.
It cone;ists of a am,ttll nickeled
m,oto.l tube, 41h jnches long, with
a lens eye•view, which sJ;i.owaa pretty ballot ~rl or any other
scene. Hartd It to a friend who
will be delighted with the first
picture, tell him to tur1;1 the
screw on the side of the Instrument, to chan;re the views, when
a st!'e.2.m of water squJrts in his
face, much · to h,is surp!'ise. Tlle
Instrument" can be refil led with
water in an instant, an.d one
filling will suffice for four or
fiv, victims.
f'rlce, 30c. each py mo.II, postpaid; 4 tor -'1.00.

C. Behr, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

a,

Price. :.!Qo.

C. Behr, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
THE LIT1.'LE GEM TELEPHOYE.

The transmitter t~
la
telephone
this
made from the be•t
Imported parclunent;
ua,i
ordinary
with

;~~
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H. F. Lang, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N, Y.

HAPPY HOOLIGAN
JOKER.

was shown empty.

.A couple ca.n be jolnetS
together and their struggle to be released only
ma.kesma.tters worse. It
will hold them as tight
aa a rat-trap, anc;l tho. mqre they try to pull
Our trap.i, are
away. the tJghter it grips.
extra Jong. Prlc~. I0c. ea.ch; 3 tor 2oe. by
ID.all, postpaid.

h~st ~a~~~ntt~;

aildln~
by
length
cord: the only rea(
the
for
tel.>phone
money; ea.ch one put up in a neat b9x; fully
un
to
how
directions
full
lluatrated, with
. them. Price, Ille., postpaid.

WllISTLlJ;PHOl','J!:
Thls lo one ot t Ii G
J nmusical
gre~\.eet
struments -ever invent ..
ed. It ls i.nadc en ti rely
of me;al and ls almost
ln"lsibl-e when In use.
With It, in a few moinents, iou can ]earn
to play all kinds of
'
tunes, be.Te lo~e ot fun, ptea.e.e and amuse
your trienda a.nd make som~ money, t oo. Fine
tor either song or plano accompaniment or
by tt•e.lf aione. Yoµ place tl;la w);listlephone
Jn t;he mm,\~h with he,lt' circle o~t, place end
et fonJu.e to rounded part and blow gentl:y
'-" If to cool the l!(>S, A few trials TTill en1>•
bl, one to play any tµne or air.
Price $ c@h , .,ch by mat\, post-paid
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Wolff Novelty Co., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y. C. Behr, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

A "ery interesting book has been published
on tobacco habit-how to conquer it quickly and easily. It te\ls the d!\ngers of excesSi'fe sµ,okin,g, cl~ewing, sn.uft using, etc., and
explains how nervousness, irritability, sleeplessness, weak eyes, stomach trouble~ and
numerous other disorders may be eliminated
through stoppiug self-poi@n,ing by tobacco.
'!.'he man wbo bas written this book wants
to genuinely help all who hav~ become addicted to tobacco habit and says there's no
need to suffer that ~w:ful crav\n.4\' or restlessness which comes when one tries to quft
voluntarily. '£bis is no mind-cure or temperance se.rmon tract, bµt plain. common
sen.se, clearly set to,rth. The author will
send it tree, postpaid, in, pla~n wrapper.
Write, giving name ancl full address-a postcard will do. A(ldress: E~ward ;r, Woods,
228 R, Station :Fl, New York City. Keep tbis
advertisement, it is_r likely to, provo the best
news you ever react iu this Journal.

GREENBACKS

Pack of $1,000 Stage Bills, 10c; 3 packs, 25ct
Send for a pack a-nd show the boys what a
WAD you carry. C. A. NICHOLS, JR., Box
90, Chill, N. Y.

2 to ,500 EACH paid for hundreds ot 01<1
Coins. Keep ALL money dated before
1895 and send TEN cents for New Illustrated Coin Value Book, size 4x7. It m11:r
CLARKE COIN
mc,an your Fortune.
CO., Box 95, Le Roy, N. Y.

$

WE WA NT Y.O U
TO READ
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"Movine Pjcture

A Weekly Magazine clevoted to Pltotop}~ys 1md ~lar.ers. A,bsolutely the fi,nes.t little publication on the news-stands

Pi:«CE 5 CENTS A. COPY
ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY
BEAUTIFUL COLQREP COVER DESIGNS

THill'I'Y-TWO PAGES
FINE HALF-TONE FRONTISPIE~~

Get a copy of this we,ekly m~ga,zine and see whllt it is
New portraits of actors and actresses eyer-y week
EVERY NU.l\iBER CONTAIN$
Six Gripping Stories, based on the latest !lnd bei:;t films, each pl'ofqsely Ului,ti-ated with fine half tones <Jf sce:q~s in

.

fu~~
.
Phot?graph~ and Bio~raphies of _the n:iost celebr~ted Photoplay actors a11d ~c?re~ses.
Special Articles relatmg to Moving P1ct\\res, wr-.itten by the greatest authorities ~n the film busmess.
News Notes from the studios about the doings of everybody of prominence connected with the Photoplays.
Scenario Hints and the nam,es of all the coniparµes who may buy the plays you write.
Poems, Jingles, Jests and every bright feature calculated to i_n terest both young and old.
GET A COPY NOW from your newsdeal~r, or :,end us 5 cents in money or postage stamps, and we will
mail you the lates,t mimber issueq.

"MOVING PICTURE STORIES," Inc.
168 West 23d Street

New York
•

'-

•

WEST WEEKLY
r70G Yoeng \Tnd West aad ''QUd JMge Gil"; er, T•uchlng up ·the
719
Shnrpe'Jll.
no
706 Young Wild West's Reclrleas Rideni; or, After the Tral•
WreckqriJ.
707 Young Wild West at 1teao Oulcb; or, The Game That Never
m
Was Played.
701< Yonug Wild West and the JllllJI from the East· or The Luck
72:l
·
'
'!' hat Found the Lost Lode.
7~· Yo11 11 1; Wild West In the Grand Cauyon ; or. _j. Finish Fli:ltt
'i2S
w i~ h Outlaws.
71 0 Young Wll d West aud the "Wyomlnr Wolvee " ; or, Arietta'e
W o n•le r!nl Nerve.
726
711 Yonne- W ild Wes t'e Danceroue Deal; or, The Plot to Floed
n Silver Mine.
7N
712 Young l~ ild West nnd· the Purple Plumes; or, Cheyenne
Charlie's Close Call.
727
713 Youug Wild W est at "Coyote Camp" ; o-r, Spoiling a LynchIng Bee.
T2II
7H Y•u n g Wild- West the Lasao Kin a- ; er, The Crooked Gang of
"Str alg nt" Ranch.
715- Yo u n g Wild W est ' s Game of Ch&n ce 1· or, Ba-red by Arletta.
716 Young Wtld W est lllld "Cayuse Kltty' ; or, The Queen of u,e
Broncho Bu s ters.
717 Young WIid Wes t ' s Stead,- Band; or, The Shot u,at M'.ad11 a
Million .
718 Young W Ud Wes t a n d the Ph1te Prlncel!s; or, The Trail that
Led t o t he L ost L and.
l"n r ~n le h:, 1111 a ew•d paif,r8. er will be ae11t to any addresa e• reee-ipt et

™

Youag WOd West's Cow&o.y Carnival; M', n11 llo1t11• -uo a,
1toarb1g Ranch.
Yom,g Wild We,;,t ,uul the Glrl In GNell ; or. A LtvQ!y Ttm,
at su-,.er Plume.
Young Wild We11t'• Loag Ra•ire Sltet; &r, _j.rietta's IUde ter
Lt:fe.

Young Wtld Weat and tile Stranded Sbo-..• ; or, Walt:inr tlM
Prairle Pilgrims.
Yomag Wild W eat'• Life at Stake·; or, TIie Strategy •f Arietta.
Young Wild West's Prairie Pioneers; or, Figlllilag the Way
to the Golden Loop.
You-n,;- Wild West and Nenda Na• ; er, The Wtld Girl et
~

~em~ra ~

Yoqng Wild West In the Ba4 Lands ; or, Hemmed 111 by Jtea•klns.
Youn g Wild We,ot at Nu,:get Fl11ts ; er, Arietta'• Streak o1
Luck.
Young Wild West'a GriHl7 Hunt ; or, The Rini Raagero
<>f tl>e Rockh•A

•rice, ii ceab! per copy, ln m0De7 or poatage atam!)8. b7

168 West 23d St., N. Y.

FRANK TOUSEY, Pulllisher,

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of our weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtaiJled from this office direct. Write out and fill
in your Order and send ft to us with the price of the weeklies you Wll:D.t and we will send them to you by return mail.
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.
1'8 West 234 St., N. Y.
FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher

TEN-CENT

HAND

BOOKS

Ne. 1'. HOW TO llA.ltll: CANDY.--A. C&lll>·
Na. 1,1. BOW TO irsmnu: A 8Pl&AK :a:&.-Con~IIWI&" fe1&rte611 llllta~atlns, r;h plete ha.nd-book tor maldD.i:- all kl.ad& of
l.r:I~ tll• cHC-t pHldoJu1 re41uial t e te beC&Id.)', ice -c ream, a;yrups, - ~1 etc.. ~
C01De & ~ epMlt:er, r•ar anli eleeuUoniel.
No. 11. ·aow TO BECOM& n-U'l.'I»'tJL.
A.lao cOlltata!Ic geaa frea all tbe pepu lar
- One of U,e brl.gllltest ad moat ?aluablo
llt tle hookll ever glvea to Ute world. J!lTer7 9-Utllora .I PNll8 &I4 peetry .
cn1de~· 2. HOW TO DO TNCK8.- T.lae rea.t bod7 wishes t o knew llow to 1tecoae beautiBOW TO ltIDll: A BICYCLE.. Jfe.
boo k of magic aad card tricks, contJ;:i:BII' ful, l>otll •ale a•d. female. The aoer&t bl
CotrtalD.tac h111tructlo•a fer begi.nnen, choke
ft1ll ln s tructlon on all the leadinr; en~ triclte 111~1_e\:.• i~;o~oco~;~UIN AN J!IVMof II maclillle. ht.ti oa trah,ln&", e tc. A
of tl>e dn7 , al s o the most popular mag!cll,l
complete book. J'all et practical illustr11 lJJusio ns ae pertorm.ed by our leading mari- NING PA:&TY. -A co•plete coapesaclinm of
tlons.
cians; evi,r7 bo7 ahould olltaia a copy of sames , s port&, card aiveraioaa, com.le recltaNe. 35, HOW TO PL.&.Y GAH:ES.- A comt1011s, etc., soltable for parlor or d.raw111&eth
plete &Id ueefwJ little boo-k, containing t he
_ ~ . b1 ok. HOW TO FLIRT. -Tbe art• and room eatertat•mut. It eolltai1111 DLOre fer
rules ud replatioas of · bllJwds, hnsatelle,
t han an,- hook publlahed.
f 111rtatlo n are f u ll,- ex plained b7 thls theNe.m.one,wiles· &
btck,:aa.mon, croquet, do•l••e•, ete.
U. HOW TO B:UNT AND na•.--Tbe
little · 1.,ook. Besides t he -.a rioue metlaods of
most complete h1J•th1.&" a11d. llslatu.c g-.i.cI&
hnndkercll lel, t a u, r10-.e, parasol., window
No. H . HOW TO SOLVX CO.NlTNDltlJlf8 .
b1.11tractiona
toll
coDtaia•
t
I
rublielaed.
enr
a nd bat ll!rta tlou , I contah •s a full llat of
- Co•t.l11!ng 11.ll tlte leadiDC ~ n u n d ruma or
a bon gu.n11, huntln&" doca, tra.ps. trappins
tbe Ja ar uage a nd seotlmeii.t o f 11owus.
the day, &mull.in c r ld<llea, .~u rloua catches
Jlalatn g-, together with descrlptlo11 of
and witt,- aa7!.lla 1.
Ne. 4 . HOW TO DA..NCE ill the title of and
.
h
lla
aud
same
th la little boek. It contains full lns tr u etlona
Ne. U. HOW TO DO 811:00ND SIOIIT.Ne. SI. HOW TO BEC01ol5 YOVlt OWN
in tile a rt o.t danci ng, etiquette In tlto ball - Heller
DOOTO~.-A w onde rful bocik, corta.lnini:
seco11d si&"ht explal.Ded b7 hi• for room aad at parties, how to d r ess, aad f ull mer u 'as lJitant.
lllxulalnlng
J"r.
Hwat,
.
Fred
an<I practica l irr!orn,ar1on in tbe treatumul
d1re1:tlon s !or calllnr off in all popul a r
bow the secret dialogues were carded on bement of ordiaary dleeasee aod a ilments co m 8
U,.
on
bo7
the
and
~iclan
the
tween
m.on to e...ery faml17. Ah e unclin~ rn m,etul
~!'.·e/n';fo'w TO »A.IE LOVE.-A com ; also pTl.ng- all tile c01iea and •icnalt.
ud el.'l'ectlve recipes for i:ene ral coinptn!nta.
plete &"Utde t11 love, courtship 11..Dd )Jlarrla ,;e, atag-e
!S. BOW TO EXPLAIN DltEAJIG..No.
B:OW TO RAJll!l': DOG S, ;POlJL1'10, 89.
&'inng- s en a H,le ad•lce, r u les and etiquette to
little book CiTea the explan9.tion to all
TKY, PIGEONS AND RA.IUllT.S.-A ueefui
6. o bserved, wttb. JllllDJ' curious and !n t ereat- Thie
kinda of dn1am11, tog-ether with luck7 ancl
book. H a n d•oiuely Illu stra t lnstructhe
11ad
111&" thing s 11ot g-enei·ally known.
u11lucky days.
HOW TO BECOME AN ATBLETE.
No ,
·•
ed.
Ne. Z4. HOW TO WltlT:I: LETTEBS TO
-Gl;lng full Instruction for the use ot OE.NTLEIIOCN. -Contalnlnr full instructlone
N•. 48. . HOW TO MAKE AND 811:T
,umbbells Ind ian cl ubs, parallel bars, horl - t o r writing t o g-eJ1tlemen on al) aubJed:11.
TltAl"8. -lncl11dl.llg lllnta oa h ew to catoll
aental bnr11 and -.ario u s otller methods of
.Ne, 25. BOW TO BECOMJI: A GYKNAST.
moles, weuela, otter. rats. •quirreltl ud
,eve lo p i ne a &"i><>d, be alfhy muacle; c oataiJl- --Containing full 1Dstructl o•11 for all kinds
birde. A.Jao how to cu re skins. Cepio-..lJ
tar e-.e r sixty i llus tratioDs.
of g7maaatlc sports and 1.tlaletlc oxerclsee.
·
lllaatratell.
BOW TO KEEP BIKD8 . -Ha11d- Embracing t hlrty-11-.e 111uatratioDII. B7 ProNe 7
.Ne. 41. THE lll0Y8 O'f' NEW YOllX Jafl)
ao-RM>i7 · u1uatrated and contaiDI•,: full ln - !eBBor W . Macdonald.
HJCN'l!I .JOllE BOOX .--CoataiDlng a ,:r•t
atructto. . for the ma.nareraeat 9.Ad trtialng
HOW TO JtOW, \!AIL AND
Ne. H .
naed hy tile - . i
et file ca•ar7, mod<ingblrd, bol>oliJlk, black- DUILD A BOAT.-Fnll7 illuatrated. ll'ull ?arlety of the JatN1t
end men. No amateur naiastrel• ts
famous
1tlrd., paroq1aet, parrot, e tc.
instruc tion& are g l -.e11 In tltla little book. tollttle honk.
'l!'•nderful
cou,.plete without Ulla
Ne 9 B&W TO BECOHJI: A T11:NTitlL0- g-ether wi th instrucUons .OA swl.amllll; &Id
4lUI8T :- lly Harry Keane-dy . ETer7 lntellt- r id111c, compuion sports to boatlnc.
N o. 0 . TJIIC BOTS OF NJl.:W YOJU(
gent ho-y reading thil! boek of lnatnctioAa
.Ne, 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOlll
6TUKP lilPEAK.11:Jt.--Containl•,: a ?&rled u ca11 master the art, and create a•7 amoUllt OF ltECITATIONl!I - Coatahlln,; the most
so>rtaeat ot atump speecllea, Negro. Dutch
of fuA for b i ,.sc,J! and !r!ende. rt Is the popular 11electlons 1a use, comprisiD&' Dutcll
aad Irl,.h. Aleo ea4 men 'a Jekes. .Just file
dialect, Fre-nc b dialect, Yankee ••d Irish d.Ja.
&"reatest l;oeok ever publ!J!lhed.
tllllag fer home arauaemeat aBd ••atenr
Ject pieces, tocether wltll mlliy atanllarcl
No lt. HOW TO BOX. -Tlte art of aelf·
,uw-s.
defense mslle easy. Containlllg o-.er th.lrt7 readt.1:11.
Ne. U . KOW TO BICCOJLm: A MAGICIAN.
Ne. U . IOW TO TELL FOJtTUNSB.lllustratloas of ruarde, blows, and the d111'er--Ce•tailllnr Uie gra11«let1t IUlllertmet et
en t position of a g-ood boxer. Jil?ery bey Everyo•e la deslraoua of k•owl~ w1lat hill
lllnai••s e-.er placed l>efere tile
mapeal
happlwlae~er
forth,
brla,:
wlll
life
future
should o\!taln one of these n&ef1al and inpal>lic. .l.Jae tr!cke wlt1a car/ls. l neaatatle•e.
or m.isery, wealth or po-,.e.rty. You eaa
strud lve book•, ss It will teac11 you :bow to etc_
cnae
Bu,1teek.
little
tai..
at
glance
tell by a
box wit.bout an Instructor.
Ne. '4.. HOW TO WB-IT!!: IN AN A.LNo. 11... BOW TO WlLITll: LOT];-LJllT- and be coart•ced.
Xe. U. BOW TO Bll:COICII: .Ut Jlll'TENTER8. -A moot compl..te little book, co11talD »UV. -4 ,:rand cellectloa of Album VerAe"
lng full dlrectloll6 tor wrltillg Jove-letters, TOII. -ETery boy allloul• kaow Jaow 1n-.e1111ultable fer any time and. C1Cc-:l1<1on, embraci., Lhaea of Love, A•ection , Sent:ime•t. Hu 11.nd when to He them. "l-rin.c 11peclllleD Jet- tloaa er!,:laated. This book explaln• tllem
all, rlna,: examplea ill electricity, h7drauHcs,
mor, Re8pect. and Cendelen ce, also Verse"
ter~ for young and old.
No. !Z , HOW TO WRITJ!I LBTT11:B8 TO magonethlm , optics, paenmatica, mecba11tca,
Suitable for Valeat1nea and Wed d i•gs.
LADIES. -0!-.lnr complete !Iatrnctioaa tor etc.
Ne. 45. Tln!: BOTS OF .Nll:W VOltK lltINNe. IIO. HOW. TO COOK.--011e of tlae moot
....-r!tlng letters to ladles on all subject&; also
l!T:&JCL GUIDE A.ND JOIE 1100:&:. -Sen><' ·
Instructive booka on c ookln,: e...er publlahed.
letters ot lntroduct1011, 11otes a»d requests.
new a11d -.ery Instructive. J!h,ery bo y
talng
No. lS. HOW TO DO IT; Q:S, DOOll OP It rontslns recipes tor cookln,: meetK. fish,
should obtain thi s h ook, u It contain• ful I
-.:TIQUBTTE. -It la a gre&t life secret and gam"~ and o:nters ; al•o n!ea. puddings,
for orsanl11lng an amatpur min hurtrnctlona
i'ln e t.bat e..-e-ry young mau deslree to k•ow cake-a and ell kinds of pastry, and a grand
strel troupe.
collection of reclpe11.
aJI about. There'• happiueas in lt.
money or postage 11tamps, by
For s11l'e by all neW11det1.leril, or wm be eent to &D:,' a<ldrea8 on receipt of price, 5 oents pet' cepy , In
NAPOLEON 'S OBACULUJil AND
DREAM BOOK.--Conta lnioi:- t he great oracle
of lauaan des tin y; also t a e t rue •ellain,: of
allnost ».D y ki n d o f d r eams, t oget1aer with
charms, cerewoales . an d curious came• of
No. 1.

s-.
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168 West 23d St .. N. Y.

FRANK 'TOUSEY, Publisher,
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